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Award winning Head Chef, 
Rob Taylor, proudly creates 
dishes that follow nature 
and it’s season, giving 
ultimate taste and flavour.

Rick Graham, Manager,  
will ensure you have a first 
class experience.

The Boot is a traditional 
pub serving a selection of 
award-winning classic and 
contemporary dishes, fine 
wines and real ales that are 
hand-crafted in our  
micro-brewery.

The recent addition of our 
beautiful garden room has 
now enabled us to offer 
a dining experience for 
larger groups of people.

We have 9 uniquely 
designed and furnished 
bedrooms offering luxury 
accommodation. Ideally 
situated for business and 
for touring the Derbyshire 
countryside.

We produce our own Boot 
Beer, in a 6 barrel  
micro-brewing plant, 
offering a series of ales with 
exciting, dynamic tastes 
created by Head Brewer,  
Jon Archer.

01283 346047    thebootatrepton.co.uk
The Boot, Repton, Derby DE65 6FT
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Hello and welcome to the ‘Autumn’ issue of The Derbeian, 
a quarterly magazine dedicated to stories and information 
about my home town of Derby. Some of you may already 
be reaching for a pen or keyboard to tell me that Derby has 
been a city for many years now, but when I was born here 
nearly 65 years ago, Derby was a town and walking through 
the Cathedral Quarter today, it can still feel like one.

I feel privileged and proud to be able to bring this magazine 
to you and I hope that with each issue we will stimulate some 
happy, forgotten memories, provide a little bit of the history 
of the city and for others a connection with the city that is so 
close to my heart.

I’m sure there are also many of you who have stories to tell 
about your area of Derby, so if you would like to share them 
in The Derbeian, we would welcome contributions from 
local writers.
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bedrooms in 
a full range 
of styles.
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4  |  Expression Furniture

KITCHENS |  BEDROOMSHAND-CRAFTED FURNITURE

Please call Andrew on 07779 230008 for your free no obligation quote
Unit 6 Hartshay Hall Farm, Upper Hartshay, 
Heage, Derbyshire, DE56 2HW @expressionfurniturewww.expressionfurniture.com Email: sales@expressionfurniture.com

the very best quality hand-made furniture.
Every piece of timber is already an example of nature’s art. We strive to present each piece within the work to create an overall unique beauty.Using predominantly native timbers and traditional construction techniques we produce items which will become future heirlooms.  When this is blended with modern materials, the results can be stunning.

Working with our business partners we also offer a fantastic range of semi-bespoke kitchens. These provide a great value combination of made to measure doors and cabinets; brought to life with more unique hand-made components.
Our objective is to work with the customer to ensure they really get the result they are looking for and our friendly honest approach to this process has gained us many lifelong customers.

Tucked away in the Derbyshire countryside close to Heage, you will find the workshop for Expression Furniture.Driven by a passion which began as a hobby,  we are motivated by creativity, innovative thinking and a constant desire to produce 

 ■ Worktops in Laminate, solid wood, Granite or acrylic 
 ■ 18mm made to measure carcases and state of the 

art hardware
 ■ Bespoke furniture and specialist joinery for those with 

specific projects in mind

Made to measure kitchens and Bedrooms in a full range of styles from traditional to ultra modern high gloss.

Full range of services from design through to installation

Expert, Reliable, friendly service
Highly 

competitive 
prices

With us... it’s personal

Jasmine Rowe Travel Counsellor
Tel: 01283 440 036 Email: jasmine.rowe@travelcounsellors.com 
Web: www.travelcounsellors.co.uk/jasmine.rowe

My name is Jasmine Rowe and I work for Travel Counsellors, a multi award winning company that 

retains 96% customer satisfaction year on year. As part of an International company your money is 

guaranteed safe with our financial trust fund and ATOL protection.

I offer a truly personalised one to one travel experience 
before, during and after your trip that removes any stress and 

hassles from planning and booking your trip. I tailor to your 

personal requirements and as I am independent I am not tied 

too any one supplier so what I offer you is what will work best 

for you and you alone.
Travel has always been a massive part of my life after moving 

to the UK from Australia as a child. I studied Tourism and 
Leisure at Edinburgh University before working in France as a 

holiday Rep. I have over a decade’s experience in the travel 

industry, and this knowledge and knowhow allows me to offer 

unique advice tailormade to your requirements. I have been 

fortunate enough to travel to most points of the globe and 
over the years have gained experiences in a variety of holiday 

styles from family European breaks, City breaks and Luxury 

long haul multi-stop trips.As a Travel Counsellor, any holiday is possible, from Family 

trips to the European beaches, trekking with Gorilla’s, 
cruise and Ski. I have a keen interest in off-the-beaten-track 

destinations and multi-centre trips, but more recently family 

holidays with my two young children.I work from home and am available at times that suite you. 

We can consult over the phone, via email or even face to face 

with a cup of tea and a slice of homemade cake! 

Do you love holidays but find there is too much choice? 

Do you not have enough time to plan your ideal holiday?

See page
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Award winning Head Chef, 
Rob Taylor, proudly creates 
dishes that follow nature 
and it’s season, giving 
ultimate taste and flavour.

Rick Graham, Manager,  
will ensure you have a first 
class experience.

The Boot is a traditional 
pub serving a selection of 
award-winning classic and 
contemporary dishes, fine 
wines and real ales that are 
hand-crafted in our  
micro-brewery.

The recent addition of our 
beautiful garden room has 
now enabled us to offer 
a dining experience for 
larger groups of people.

We have 9 uniquely 
designed and furnished 
bedrooms offering luxury 
accommodation. Ideally 
situated for business and 
for touring the Derbyshire 
countryside.

We produce our own Boot 
Beer, in a 6 barrel  
micro-brewing plant, 
offering a series of ales with 
exciting, dynamic tastes 
created by Head Brewer,  
Jon Archer.

01283 346047    thebootatrepton.co.uk
The Boot, Repton, Derby DE65 6FT
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KITCHENS |  BEDROOMS
HAND-CRAFTED FURNITURE

Please call Andrew on 07779 230008 for your free no obligation quote

Unit 6 Hartshay Hall Farm, Upper Hartshay, 
Heage, Derbyshire, DE56 2HW

 @expressionfurniture

www.expressionfurniture.com 
Email: sales@expressionfurniture.com

the very best quality hand-made 
furniture.
Every piece of timber is already 
an example of nature’s art. 
We strive to present each piece 
within the work to create an 
overall unique beauty.
Using predominantly native 
timbers and traditional construction 
techniques we produce items 
which will become future 
heirlooms.  When this is blended 
with modern materials, the results 
can be stunning.

Working with our business 
partners we also offer a fantastic 
range of semi-bespoke kitchens. 
These provide a great value 
combination of made to measure 
doors and cabinets; brought to 
life with more unique hand-made 
components.

Our objective is to work with the 
customer to ensure they really get 
the result they are looking for and 
our friendly honest approach to 
this process has gained us many 
lifelong customers.

Tucked away in the Derbyshire 
countryside close to Heage, 
you will find the workshop for 
Expression Furniture.
Driven by a passion which began 
as a hobby,  we are motivated 
by creativity, innovative thinking 
and a constant desire to produce 

 ■ Worktops in laminate, solid wood, granite or acrylic 
 ■ 18mm made to measure carcases and state of the 

art hardware
 ■ Bespoke furniture and specialist joinery for those with 

specific projects in mind

Made to measure kitchens 
and bedrooms in a full range 
of styles from traditional to 
ultra modern high gloss.

Full range 
of services from 
design through 
to installation

Expert, 
Reliable, friendly 

service

Highly 
competitive 

prices
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With us... it’s personal

Jasmine Rowe 
Travel Counsellor

Tel: 01283 440 036 
Email: jasmine.rowe@travelcounsellors.com 
Web: www.travelcounsellors.co.uk/jasmine.rowe

My name is Jasmine Rowe and I work for Travel Counsellors, a multi award winning company that 
retains 96% customer satisfaction year on year. As part of an International company your money is 
guaranteed safe with our financial trust fund and ATOL protection.

I offer a truly personalised one to one travel experience 
before, during and after your trip that removes any stress and 
hassles from planning and booking your trip. I tailor to your 
personal requirements and as I am independent I am not tied 
too any one supplier so what I offer you is what will work best 
for you and you alone.

Travel has always been a massive part of my life after moving 
to the UK from Australia as a child. I studied Tourism and 
Leisure at Edinburgh University before working in France as a 
holiday Rep. I have over a decade’s experience in the travel 
industry, and this knowledge and knowhow allows me to offer 
unique advice tailormade to your requirements. I have been 

fortunate enough to travel to most points of the globe and 
over the years have gained experiences in a variety of holiday 
styles from family European breaks, City breaks and Luxury 
long haul multi-stop trips.

As a Travel Counsellor, any holiday is possible, from Family 
trips to the European beaches, trekking with Gorilla’s, 
cruise and Ski. I have a keen interest in off-the-beaten-track 
destinations and multi-centre trips, but more recently family 
holidays with my two young children.

I work from home and am available at times that suite you. 
We can consult over the phone, via email or even face to face 
with a cup of tea and a slice of homemade cake! 

Do you love holidays but find there is too much choice? 
Do you not have enough time to plan your ideal holiday?
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6  |  Derby Paranormal Hunters

I first got interested at 
the age of 13 when I 
went to see Ghostbusters! 
After watching it for the 
17th time I was hooked. 
I wanted to know 
everything I could 
about the paranormal. 
Do we survive death? 
Is what people see merely 
memories that in the 
right environment can be 
seen and heard? Is it real?

I wanted to find answers so I read all 
the books I could get my hands on, 
stories my family and friends told 
me about things that had happened 
to them, and after three decades 
I’m still learning new things, new 
thoughts and new theories!

I think this is what keeps me 
wanting to know more and more 
about the subject.

As I got older I wanted to explore 
this other world so I started to 
visit sights that were supposedly 
haunted.

Derby 
Paranormal 
Hunters
Hello. Firstly let me introduce myself. 
My name is Simon Dean and I have had 
an interest in the paranormal for over 
30 years now. Over the years I have 
collected over 200 books on the subject.
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I have a love for old buildings so 
to see some of these locations were 
a two-fold interest for me.

I suggest the next time you are in 
your town centre wherever you 
may live, just look up every now 
and again and see some of the 
fantastic buildings that you have. 
The history that is attached to 
these locations. Why can’t some 
of that history be seen and heard 
by us?

As I got older I got the chance to 
do vigils at some of these places 
overnight and try and catch first 
hand evidence.

I learned through my family 
and friends that it wasn’t just 
old buildings that had strange 
happenings. People I knew had 
had things happen in their own 
houses and place of work. This is 
where you the readers can help.

I would like to hear from you 
if you’ve had or are having any 
strange occurrences in your homes.

Contact me and tell me your story.

I can be reached at 
www.dreamparanormal.com 
or email me at 
derbyparanormal@hotmail.com 
and leave me a message.

Maybe together we can find an 
answer to the question of life 
after death.

www.dreamparanormal.com
derbyparanormal@hotmail.com
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8  |  Dream Doors

www.dreamdoors.co.uk

To book a home visit call  

01332 290600 
or visit the Derby Showroom: 
20 The Strand, Derby, DE1 1BE

NEW LIFE 
FOR OLD KITCHENS!

JUST REPLACE THE  
DOORS AND WORKTOPS
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Each year, the picturesque village of Draycott hosts its annual Christmas 
lights switch-on at the Draycott Dickensian Christmas Fayre.

With festive displays, amazing light shows, 
Santa’s Grotto, a unique Christmas market 
including festive treats and handmade 
accessories and gifts, there’s something 
for everyone to enjoy.
The event is extremely popular with those all over 
Derby, especially Draycott, Borrowash, Risley, 
Sawley. Thanks to the fantastic community spirit 
by the volunteers, local businesses and members 
of Draycott Village fund, we expect 2019 to be 
even bigger!

The Courtyard, Draycott Mill, Market Street, Draycott, Derby DE72 3NB

01332 874789  |  theemporiumderby.co.uk
 facebook.com/theemporiumderby

At The Emporium, we will 
be open late and hosting a 

unique shopping experience 
with plenty of great deals on 
Christmas gifts, accessories, 

furniture and more.

The Draycott 
Dickensian Christmas 

Fayre 2019 takes 
place on Tuesday 

3rd December, 
5pm – 8pm.
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10  |  BBC Radio Derby

James Watt is the presenter and creative force behind 
The James Watt Sunday Show on BBC Radio Derby, 
maybe the liveliest Sunday show on the dial. It’s an 
evolving show which takes twists and turns through 
James’ and his listeners’ imaginations every week.

But who is this radio maverick?
James started 
his career on a 
pirate radio ship 
called The Voice 
of Peace, think 
Radio Caroline, 
but sunnier! It 
was based 3 
miles off the 
coast of Tel Aviv. 
The idea was to 
bring peace to 
the middle east 
by playing pop music! James’ love of the sea 
continued as a DJ on cruise ships travelling the 
world, part of his job was to dance with ladies… 
yes this was part of the job spec.

Other fun adventures include a year starting up 
a radio station in Malta, broadcasting live from 
Bermuda, and many years as the Breakfast radio 
DJ on Forces radio in Germany and in The Balkans! 
plus a Europe wide phone in show for them too. 
He beat Chris Evans to a New York Radio Award 
for Best Breakfast Show during this time. Back in 
the UK James spent many years continuing as a late 
night phone in host on commercial radio, 4 hours 
nightly talking about everything and anything could 

happen, and often did!  
He also continued his 
success with another 
New York Award for 
his Breakfast Show 
and did the show from 
New York for a week.

In-between radio 
shows James sails his 
yacht in the Northern 
Netherlands, a place 
little visited by most 
Brits – but the Dutch 

are good at water and wind, so ideal for sailor 
types. James used to teach sailing in Greece. 
He has also owned a narrowboat and travelled 
across Britain in it.

Chances are you will have heard James on 
stations the length and breadth of the country, 
but Derbyshire has become a real radio home 
for Watty. “The Derbeians really get my sense of 
humour, and we work well together”. James is very 
happy that BBC Radio Derby allows him to explore 
ideas and run with them. Very few radio stations 
have the vision to let this happen - maybe this is 
why it flies so high in the ratings. James thinks it’s 
the only radio show to have its own Fanzine.  
The show features The Watt 4 – a music chart 
made with the help of listeners on a subject of 
the day and The Happy Half Hour. Any subject is 
up for discussion, from Red Trouser Sunday, where 
does the sky start – can you touch it? and should 
you eat wobbly food? We also discover the crazy 
characters in Derbyshire, and all over the world 
through the internet..

THE JAMES WATT RADIO SHOW 
Sunday 9am – 1pm



Continued on page 21...

Derby County 
Football Club:
A Grand History, 1955 - 1985

In just nine years, Derby had gone 
from being FA Cup winners with many 
household names to being relegated into 
the third tier of English football for the 
first time in their history. At that time, 
the third level of professional football 
was regionalised into two leagues, 
Division 3 (North) and Division 3 (South) 
with The Rams in the northern section. 
With this format only the top team would 
be promoted.

Jack Barker, a hero of the 1930s, 
had been manager but was unable 
to stop the decline and on the 
back of the relegation, he was 
sacked in April 1955 and replaced 
by another famous name from the 
past, Harry Storer.

After a season-long battle, 
Grimsby Town won the league 
and promotion with Derby finishing 
in second place despite scoring 
over 100 goals for the first time. 
Tommy Powell was The Rams star 
player and would be the creator of 
many goals in the following years. 
One result they were not happy 
about was in the FA Cup. They 
struggled past non-league Crook 
Town after a replay and were 
handed a mone tie against Midland 
League Boston United. They were 
managed by a former Derby player 
and had another five in the team. 

The result remains one of the 
biggest upsets in the history of the 

competition, with Boston winning 
6-1.

Storer’s side won Division Three 
North title in 1957, finishing 
four points ahead of Hartlepools 
United.  Ray Straw equalled the 
club’s goalscoring record by 
scoring 37 league goals, but could 
easily have had many more. There 
was another shock defeat in the FA 
Cup – this time New Brighton were 
the victors by a 3-1 scoreline.

A period of consolidation in 
Division Two followed, although 
they struggled in the 1959-60 
season where they finished 
fifth from bottom. On just the 
second weekend of the season 
they were beaten 7-1 at home by 
Middlesbrough - a scoreline that 
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12  |  Derby Local Studies and Family History Library

Everyone is welcome at
Derby Local Studies and 
Family History Library

A visit to Derby Local Studies and Family 
History Library is an experience on your 
doorstep not to be missed.  A fantastic 
collection of material awaits you in the 
archives, housed in one of Derby’s finest 
buildings. Whether it is idle curiosity or 
serious research, or you’d just like to 
admire the architecture, the library is 
guaranteed to capture your imagination. 

Don’t be 
put off by 

the imposing 
frontage.
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The library is situated 
on the 1st floor of 
Riverside Chambers 
in Full Street. The 
building used to be 
Derby’s Police Courts 
(or Magistrates 
Court) and the library 
occupies the old 
court rooms. From 
the main entrance 
you pass through 
the Sales and Tourist 
Information office 
and up the sweeping 
staircase (there is a lift 

available if needed). Pause on the soft seating to take 
in the magnificent Art Deco 
architectural features before 
doubling back on yourself, 
crossing a ‘bridge’ over the 
staircase and through a set 
of double doors, and into 
the library proper. Welcome 
to Derby’s memory bank!

An enormous 1728 view of the 
town hangs in the corridor – 
take a moment to marvel at 
a simpler world, and see if 
you can pick out any of the 
buildings that still survive. 
Then come through to the 
study room, previously known as Court One – only today 
it will be you who weighs the evidence!

There are lockers for your bags, and a friendly and 
efficient team of enquiry assistants at the desk ready 
to get you started on your own voyage of discovery. 
Public computers offer free access to the main online 
genealogical resources; Ancestry and FindMyPast. 
These are some of the best seats in the house, located 
along the original Magistrates’ bench.

Newspapers and parish registers can be viewed on 
microfilm, an experience in itself. Most of the paper 
materials are held in secure storage, and the staff will show 
you how to use the online catalogue and card indexes 
to find items that might be relevant. Once you have the 
reference, they will retrieve it from storage for you to study. 

You never quite know from the reference what will be 
brought out for you. It might be a heavy leather-bound 
tome in perfect copper-plate Victorian script, a huge 
roll of maps and drawings from the town planners’ 
office, a box of letters or a beautifully illustrated 
notebook. It might be a book that has long been out 
of print, a sheaf of newscuttings or an album of faded 
photographs. It all belongs to the people of Derby and 
it is there for you to enjoy, completely free of charge.

For more information and to plan your visit, go to www.indery.org.uk/libraries 
To get a taste of what is available, browse the online archive at 
www.derby.gov.uk/derbyshistory 

The main stairs up to the 
library.

Shelving now fills the 
second courtroom.

Just some of the many old 
maps and plans of Derby 
in the collection.

The East Prospect of Derby hangs in the corridor.

Come and 
study in the 
old courtroom

Heavy leather-
bound volumes 
in the storage 
area.

Public PCs now 
occupy the 
Magistrates’ 
bench.

The ‘bridge’ into the 
library, one of many fine 
Art Deco features.

Derby Local Studies and Family History Library  |  13
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    DERBY’S 
Last Trolleybus

14  |  Derby’s Last Trolleybus

A recent donation to Derby Local Studies and 
Family History Library was a fantastic collection 
of photographs from 1966 and 1967. The images 
were taken by Jim Minall as a young man. 
Jim recently dug them out and scanned the 
decaying negatives. They record the last days of 
the Corporation Trolleybus, with the final service 
running on 9 September 1967. 

241 on 
London Road 

(NTA tour)
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CONTINUED OVER

Trolleybuses were a cross between a 
bus and a tram, running on rubber tyres 
like a normal bus, but electrically driven, 
powered from overhead lines like a tram. 
Power was taken from the lines by long, 
mobile pick-up booms on the roof, which 
would occasionally get ‘derailed’, requiring 
the driver to hop out and hook them back 
on. There were also specialised ‘tower 
wagons’ that performed maintenance 
duties on the lines.

221 in 
Market Place

226 in 
St Peter’s 
Street - 
Last day

224 at 
The Cavendish

241 at 
Mitre Island, 

Allenton
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16  |  Derby’s Last Trolleybus

What may seem like a quirky 
idea to modern eyes was a much 
loved mainstay of public transport. 
Quieter and cleaner than its diesel 
counterpart, the trolleybus attracted 
a loyal following of enthusiasts, one 
of whom was a young Jim Minall.

234 on 
Kedleston 

Road - last day 
of route 11

220 at 
Babington 

Lane/St Peter’s 
Street

Tower Wagon 
No 5 on 

Shardlow Road, 
Alvaston

235 in 
Babington 

Lane

Prince 
Charles 
Avenue
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CONTINUED OVER

241 in 
Victoria Street - 

Last day

239 at 
Alvaston Blue 
Peter island

231 in 
Victoria 
Street

Overhead standard 
on Kedleston Road 

outside Derby 
Technical College
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DERBY’S Last Trolleybus

18  |  Derby’s Last Trolleybus

The buses take centre stage in each image, but the street scenes in the background also show 
how very different much of Derby was in the 1960s, and also how much is recognisably the 
same. Many thanks to Jim for sharing this fascinating collection.

224 & 
215 in Park 

Street

239 outside 
Ascot Drive 

depot

207 
lower deck

106 in 
Market Place

240 entering 
Cornmarket
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CONTINUED OVER

Tower wagon 
3 on Chellaston 

Road, near 
Boulton Lane

228 on 
Prince Charles 

Avenue

220 at 
The Spot

227 in St 
Thomas Road

Mitre island, 
Allenton
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20  |  Derby’s Last Trolleybus

228 in 
Market Place

241 on 
Normanton 

Road

230 in 
Market Place

Members of the 
National Trolleybus 
Association (NTA) 
pulling the frogs 

at Mitre207 at 
traffic island 
near Derby 

Council House



equalled their heaviest-ever home 
defeat. On the pitch that day was 
Brian Clough as a forward and 
Peter Taylor in goal.

In 1960 The Rams made their first 
appearance in the League Cup 
competition, winning 5-2 at Watford.

Derby hovered around the middle 
of Division Two in the early 60s and 
after a disappointing second half of 
the season in 1962, another former 
player, Tim Ward took over from 
Harry Storer, who resigned in May.

The first roots of the 1972 
championship-winning squad 
began to grow with the emergence 
of local lad Ron Webster from 
Belper, and the signing of 
Welshman Alan Durban in 1963 
from Cardiff City for £10,000. Ian 
Hall and Ian Buxton were both 
on the staff at this time and both 
played football and cricket for 
Derbyshire. The Rams broke their 
transfer record in September 1966 
when they paid £40,000 to Bradford 
Park Avenue for Kevin Hector, a 
21-year-old striker who already 
had over 100 league goals to his 
name. Changes in the boardroom 
meant they were no longer happy 
finishing in the lower half of the 
league and Ward’s contract was not 
renewed at the end of the season. 

Another a recommendation, Brian 
Clough and his assistant Peter 
Taylor replaced Tim Ward.

They guided Derby to the League 
Cup semi-final for the first time,  
(losing to Leeds United over the 
two legs) though in the league they 
finished 18th - one place lower 
than Ward’s last season. They did 
start to reshape the squad with 
John O’Hare (Sunderland), Roy 
McFarland (Tranmere Rovers) and 
Alan Hinton (Notts Forest) being 
brought in and some of the older 
players sold.

The following summer Dave 
Mackay arrived from Tottenham 
Hotspur for the start of the 1968-
69 season and proved to be an 
inspiration to the younger players 
around him. Willie  Carlin proved to 
be missing piece of the jigsaw and 
Derby romped to the Division Two 
title ahead of Crystal Palace. Most 
observers cite the League Cup tie 
against Chelsea as the game where 
the fans and the players believed 
they could compete against teams 
from the top division. They also 
beat Everton before unexpectedly 
losing to Swindon (the eventual 
winners). Mackay, despite playing 
outside the top-flight, was named 
as the joint Footballer of the Year 
that season.

Promotion meant that plans to 
extend the Baseball Ground were 
brought forward and the terracing 
on the PopSide was built on top 
of with a new structure, initially 
known as the Ley Stand, so named 
as it backed on to the Ley’s factory. 

Kevin Hector.

Continued on page 30...

Continued from page 11.

Derby County Football Club: A Grand History, 1955 - 1985

Dave Mackay with the League tropy and 
Charity Shield.

Dave Mackay with the Watney Cup

Brian Clough meeting the players for the first time, 1967.
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The commorientes rule (found 
in Section 184 of the Law of 
Property Act 1925) states that 
where two or more persons have 
died in circumstances where 
it is uncertain which of them 
survived the other, the younger 
is presumed to have survived the 
elder for all purposes affecting 
the title to any real property.

A recent case concerning 
the death of John and 
Ann Scarle where the 
ancient commorientes 
rule determined who 
inherited the estate, 
clearly demonstrates the 
importance of planning 
for the future and having 
well written Wills to 
cover all eventualities.

The Facts
1. Mr and Mrs Scarle owned 

their home in Leigh-on-Sea, 
Essex as ‘joint tenants’. 

2. Between them they had two 
daughters. Deborah was the 
daughter of Ann and Anna 
was the daughter of John. 

3. The couple were found 
deceased at their home in 
October 2016. 

4. Following investigations, 
it was concluded that 
the cause of death was 
hypothermia but there was 
no conclusive evidence to 
determine who died first. 

5. Due to Mr and Mrs Scarle 
owning their home as 
‘joint tenants,’ upon death, 
ownership of the family 
home would have passed 

automatically to the survivor’s 
estate and then on to their 
beneficiaries.

6. In this particular case, 
Deborah was the beneficiary 
of her mother’s estate and 
Anna was the beneficiary 
of her father’s estate and 
therefore only one of their 
two daughters would 
inherit the family home. 
The matter as to which 
daughter inherited rested 
wholly on the order of death.

Conclusion
It was impossible to medically 
determine the sequence of 
deaths, so the High Court 
referred to the commorientes 
rule which comes from the Law 
of Property Act. This states 
that if it is not possible to tell 
who died first, the presumption 
is that the deaths occurred in 
order of seniority – that is the 
older died first.
In this case, the husband was 
older, so the wife’s daughter 
(Deborah) inherited the family 
home which formed the bulk 
of the estate.

The moral of the story?
It is vital for people to be aware 
of whether jointly owned 
properties are held as ‘joint 

The order of death – 
commorientes rule explained
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tenants’ or ‘tenants in common’ 
and to understand what 
the impact of this is on their 
estates. 

Had Mr and Mrs Scarle severed 
the joint tenancy over their 
property, they would have held 
it as tenants in common. If this 
was the case, commorientes 
would not have applied to the 
house and they could have 
each left their own halves 
of the property to their own 
daughters, preventing the legal 
battle. If this had been managed 
properly during their lifetime, 
it would not have mattered who 
died first. 

A properly drafted Will and 
legal advice about how assets 
are owned can help you 
understand what happens 
to your estate after you die. 
Professional advice and a clear 
Will can help prevent problems 
similar to the issues raised in 
Mr and Mrs Scarle’s case and 
ensure your wishes can be 
followed accordingly upon 
your death.

If you would like to discuss your 
wishes and options relating to 
inheritance and legacy planning 
matters, please contact kathryn.
caple@elselaw.co.uk or call her 
on 01283 526 200. TE

ST
IM

O
N
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MEET THE TEAM

“ Else Solicitors Wills 
department dealt with 
my wife and my Will in a 
sensitive manner which 
left both my wife and I 
feeling relieved that at 
the end of our lives all 
our intended plans will 
be carried out. We could 
have brought one of 
those do-it-yourself Will 
kits but we would always 
have worried would it 
be found and would it 
be written properly. With 
Else Solicitors we have 
complete peace of mind 
and would definitely 
recommend them 
to anyone else.”

Peter and Jane 
Hodson

“ I have used Kathryn Caple at 
Else Solicitors for my Estate 
Planning requirements and would 
highly recommend her services. 
She was extremely patient with 
me and dealt with my rather 
complex needs. I found her to be 
knowledgeable, courteous and 
professional. I am very reassured 
that she has put in place all that is 
required.”

Susie Owen, Curious Guys

“ I was really impressed that Kathryn 
came to see us at home to discuss 
our Wills and also at the signing 
stage. Everything was clearly 
explained. 
Thank you.”

Isabel Wilson

Kathryn Caple
Kathryn specialises in and heads 
up Wills and Probate. Kathryn 
has been working as a private 
client solicitor since qualification 
and is also a member of the 
Society for Trust and Estate 
Practitioners (STEP).

She is an active member of 
the Etwall & Hilton Rotary Club 
and is a keen viola player, 
having performed with the 
Nottingham Symphony 

Orchestra. She enjoys reading and is a board game enthusiast 
when her children give her time!

Tel: 01283 526230 
Email: Kathryn.caple@elselaw.co.uk
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Call us today:
01889 582000
sales@ukgardenbuildings.co.uk

UK Garden Buildings, Barton Fields Patio Centre, 
A38 Southbound, Burton on Trent DE13 8ED

MADE IN THE UK
Our buildings are made 
in Staffordshire, we pride 

ourselves on quality 
and service.

FITTING INCLUDED
We’ll fit your garden 

building, all included in 
the price (except the 

Popular Range of Sheds 
- fitting extra)!

HIGH QUALITY
All our products are built 

to the highest quality using 
tongue and groove shiplap 
and matchboard (including 

the floor and roof). 

BESPOKE DESIGN
We can create the perfect 
garden building for you - 
including a special size 

if required! Please contact 
us we can help.

READY TO USE
Ready to use, with no 

hidden add-ons. We make 
your building ready to use 

complete with a lock! 
You don’t need to spend 

time ordering extras!

£ 4
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With autumn fast approaching its 
time to head out into the garden and 
consider what another winter will do 
to your garden building.

Call us today:
01889 582000
sales@ukgardenbuildings.co.uk

Tel: 01283 713838
Website: www.ukgardenbuildings.co.uk

Your shed probably 
needs treating 
and checking over, 
but what if it has 
seen one last winter?
Do you need a 
replacement?
A bigger building?
A more versatile 
building? 

Perhaps the kids have grown up and 
you don’t now need the space allocated 
for the storage of toys and bikes? Now 
is the time to reconsider how to get the 
most out of the space to benefit you, 
it could be that you’re working from 
home and need a separate office 
space, you might prefer a cosy snug 
or a bolt hole for hobbies? You might 
want somewhere for storage of your 
tools and lawn mower but would like 
the summerhouse option too?

At UK Garden Buildings based at Barton 
Fields Garden & Patio Centre on the 
A38 southbound between Burton and 
Lichfield they have a huge display of 
outdoor buildings from the basic small 
shed, ideal for tools and bikes to multi-
functional, all year round use garden 
studios and all buildings in-between. 
From standard shed finishes to painted 
finishes, from roof felt to cedar shingle 
this show site has it all.

The Elite range of all year round 
insulated buildings are inspirational for 
home offices and the like, with many 
people now working from home and 
the family home being either too small 
or too noisy it can be difficult to find 
somewhere quiet and pleasant where 
you can focus your thoughts on work. 
The Dalbury building in this range can 
be made with a partition to allow an 
area for shed storage and an area for 
working in, all Elite buildings can now 
enjoy the benefit of UPVC doors and 
windows featuring locks that comply 
to home insurance regulations.

If you are seriously thinking of buying a 
shed, summerhouse, playhouse or fully 
insulated building then this is the place 
to begin that search, the site is open 
7 days a week.



Steve Frost
C O N S E R V A T O R I E S

Most commonly asked questions
Will a Warm roof make my inner rooms dark?
With a 2 year history of fitting Warm roof’s, we have plenty of 
experience in receiving positive feedback. This is ensured by our 
customers always being more than pleased with their results. 
It is recommended that the ceilings are interiorly painted with a 
bright/neutral colour as this ensures the light reflects throughout 
the rooms and surrounding areas. This can also be reviewed 
when Steve visits your property as we understand that each 
individual has different tastes to interior designs. However to 
aid lighting, we can install skylights but as mentioned it is all 
dependent upon the property and customers preference’s.

Do Warm roofs actually keep me cool in 
summer and warm in winter?
Due to the amount of insulation and the layout of the Warm roof 
builds, keeping cool in the summer and warm in the winter is 
guaranteed. The Supalite Warm roofs provide a solution to the 
temperature fluctuations that occur in UK weather, ensuring 
the space can be used efficiently 365 days of the year. This is 
supported by the feedback we obtain as the fact our customers 
can use their Warm roof’s everyday, is an important factor. Please 
visit www.supaliteroof.co.uk for more information and if your 
questions are not answered, Steve will be more than happy to 
help answer these for you.

How do I know what my Warm roof will 
look like?
As a company with over 40 years experience, we have 
discovered the best way to provide customers with ideas and 
an imagery of what their Warm roof could look like, is with real life 
pictures and visits, with the support of company brochures and 
websites. Once we have an idea of what it is you’d like, we can 
supply customers with pictures of past builds of which may be 
similar and our previous customers are always willing to let new 
customers visit and have a look at their own. Alongside this, 
we have Supalite Tiled Roof System’s brochures and access to 
their website, as do customers, at all times; with each quote, 
a brochure of Supalite Warm roofs is supplied. 

What is the cost implication?
All new customers receive a free quotation from Steve and this is 
after a visit to your property for measurements and consultation. 
All prices are individually priced as we always aim to personalize 
each build as we understand that each customer has their own 
individual taste and style. As we are a family run business from 
our own home, we do not focus on financial gains as we believe 
you are a customer, not a number. We ultimately focus on making 
your new build/renovation an easy task that you can live in 
comfortably and love daily all year round. 

Tel: 01283 701458
Email: steve@villagec.co.uk
Willington, Derby

Change your old conservatory roof for 
a new, all year round Warm roof!

Before

Before

After

After

FREE 
10 years

insurance backed 
guarantee on all jobs from

www.stevefrostconservatories.co.uk

Family ran business 
with over 40 years 
experience



01530 610507 (home)

 07970 950129 (mobile)
Email: silvanenterpriseslimited@hotmail.com

Seasoned Hardwood Logs
Split  and Delivered 

£120 Large Load

SILVAN
ENTERPRISES LTD

James Hayles HND. RRM

TRACKED 
WOODCHIPPERS

FOR HIRE

  
 

✔ Ground Maintenance 
✔ Spraying Specialist
✔ Tree Surgery  

Fully Insured,  

based near 
Ashby de
la Zouch
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We cover any aspect of adaption – 
from fitting simple mobility aids, to full 
conversion to sealed and safe wetrooms.HEATING &

s
o
l
a
r
 l

td

Darley Abbey 
Village Stores

Homemade cakes, 
sandwiches and 

savouries now available

NEWSAGENT, OFF LICENCE 
AND GENERAL STORE

Goldswan 
Home Adaptions

 ■ Bespoke adaption of existing facilities to your 
changing needs.

 ■ Family run business aiming to improve the lives 
of elderly and disabled people.

 ■ More than 10 years experience in the sector, 
offering bespoke solutions to your individual 
requirements.

Darren Golding: 07967 638616
Goldswan Home Adaptions

WET ROOMS • BATHROOMS • KITCHENS

www.goldswanhomeadaptions.com

An excellent range of wines and beers and local produce including honey and ice-cream

Open 
6-9 daily

7a Abbey Lane, Darley Abbey

Tel: 01332 551247

Stockists for

Darley Abbey Cider 
Company
White Peak Distillery, 
Bluebell Dairy
Derventio
Shiny
Derby Brewing Company 
English Wine Project
Barry Fitch Butchers

Now serving freshly ground 
coffee and hot chocolate

    Classic Painters

Call Richard on:

07976 240130 
01283 535705 

or email: classicpainters@btinternet.com

Quality where it matters since 1984.

Professional 
decorating service, 

with attention 
to detail.

Testimonials available on request.

FOR ALL YOUR 
BOILER AND 
BATHROOM 
UPGRADES

HEATING &
s
o
l
a
r
 l

td

Alex Manton
M: 07971 975030 
T: 01332 514098

E: alex@ajmheating.co.uk
4 Newton Green, Mickleover, Derby  

FINANCE AVAILABLE 
IF REQUIRED



Landline: 01773 609 446
Mobile: 07530 298 948
Email: enquiries@rfoproperties.co.uk

www.rfoproperties.co.uk

...all your property needs, under ONE roof!

RF&O presents our Prestigious Homes Service, specifically
designed for properties with distinctive characteristics and unique 

features. For more information on this service and the other ways that 
RF&O can help you sell your home contact our expert team today.

Selling your home 
with RF&O
will be the
best move
you’ll ever
make!
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This increased the ground capacity 
and a new club record was set on 
20th September 1969 when 41,826 
saw Derby thrash Dave Mackay’s 
old team Tottenham Hotspur 5-0 
and fans flocked to see Manchester 
United and Liverpool well beaten. 
On their return to the top division, 
they finished fourth and usually 
that  would have earnt them a place 
in the UEFA Cup competition, but 
a league disciplinary commission 

denied them their first-ever 
appearance in Europe after finding 
them guilty of administrative 
irregularities and they were lucky 
not to be automatically relegated 
as a punishment, which was one of 
the options.

The following few years were to 
be the most successful in their 
history, starting with victory in 
the inaugural Watney Cup 
competition, an out-of-season 
invitational event and the 
world’s first sponsored 
tournament, a trophy they still 

retain. Wins against Fulham 
and Sheffield United saw 
them up against Manchester 

United in the final, one they 
won comfortably 4-1.

With one eye on the future Archie 
Gemmill and Colin Todd (for a 
British transfer record fee of 
£170,000) were brought into the 
club as replacements for Mackay 
and Carlin.

The 1971-72 saw many changes at 
the club – the adoption of a newly 
designed club badge, change of 

colours from the traditional black 
and white to blue and white (in line 
with England’s national colours) 
and the introduction of The Ram, 
a newspaper to replace the 
traditional match programme.

The Football League championship 
came to Derby for the first time 
in dramatic style at the end of 
that season. Derby were in third 
place coming into their last game 
knowing that anything other than 
a win would give the title to one of 
Liverpool, Leeds United (who still 
games to play) or Manchester City.

Brian Clough’s men beat Liverpool 
1-0 with a John McGovern goal, 
but both they and Leeds United 
could still pip them to the title. The 
players left for a holiday in Majorca 
when those games took place and 
had to rely on a phone call to tell 
them they had become champions 
of England. This gained them entry 
into the European Cup, where they 
could come up against the giants 
of European football.

For good measure they also won the 
Texaco Cup and the Central League.Centenary shirt.

Programme celebrating the Division 2 
championship, 1969.

Roger Davies scores the winning goal in the Texaco Cup Final.

Continued on page 43...



Old Trinity School 
6 Hawkins Lane 

Burton on Trent DE14 1PT

Tel: 01283 509369

Open 
7 days a week
Monday – Saturday 

10am – 5pm

Sunday 
11am –4pm

Open 
6 days a week
Tuesday – Saturday 

10am – 5pm

Sunday 
11am –4pm

www.furnituremonkey.co.uk

Made to Measure Bespoke Service

British Made Furniture
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    Classic Painters

Classic Painters

Call Richard on:

07976 240130 
01283 535705 

or email: classicpainters@btinternet.com

Quality where it matters since 1984.

Professional 
decorating service, 

with attention 
to detail.

Professional decorating service

Testimonials available on request.
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Pride Solutions Derby

Tel: 01332 916076
Email: enquiries@pridesolutions.co.uk

Pride Solutions, Derby DE72 3UL

Hello, I’m Lee and I 
have been providing 
leading, turnkey I.T. 
support to businesses 
in Derby and beyond 
both in person and via 
remote services for over 
5 years as the owner of 
Pride Solutions Derby. 
We have worked with 
many companies from 
all over the world, 
gaining experience 
across industries such 
as corporate business, 
warehousing, medical 
& veterinary industries, 
manufacturing and 
railway. 

The reason we have repeat 
customers is our personal 
approach; we don’t offer off-
the-shelf solutions (unless 
this is specifically required), 
we work with you to develop 
tailored solutions, taking the 
stress and difficulty out of 
knowing what to do and how 
to do it. All you need is to 
know your end goal, everything 
else we will support you in 
working out. 

To do this, I take my 
experience from being both a 
masters qualified mechanical 
engineer and my 10+ years of 
experience in I.T., and merge 
that knowledge with your 
ambitions to develop a system 
that is custom made and 
unique to your exact business 
requirements. 

To highlight the global 
capabilities of Pride Solutions, 
we wanted to let you know 
about one of our projects 
that has taken us to suppliers 
around the world to deliver a 
system fit for a multi-million-
pound production facility in 
Benin, West Africa.

Pride Solutions Derby has recently helped a major 
UK supplier realise their ambition to automate data 
collection from the production line in their new factory 
in Benin, West Africa, starting from nothing but a basic 
idea from the managing director about how it would 
be great to have live production information on a 
dashboard screen in the operations room.  
The information collected in this dashboard is critical to the client 
growing and developing their business successfully and would allow 
them to continue competing on the world stage as a major supplier 
of food to all major UK supermarkets.

With the managing director not being tech savvy, Pride Solutions 
Derby supported them to understand what specific data he wanted 
to collect and, by explaining what options and ideas we had, we 
nurtured that idea into a list of system requirements we could 
work with.

From this list, we were then able to design a full system of remote 
sensors that interfaced seamlessly with water & electric meters, 
ozone production systems, various weigh scales, people counting 
systems and shipping systems to provide an up to date display of 
all the live production data, allowing the operations team to react 
faster to changes in production demand and assess yield and 
efficiency in a more timely manner.

However, not only does the new system allow them to operate 
better reactively, but Pride Solutions Derby also used its’ 
engineering knowledge of production processes to build logic 
into the data processing rules that allows the operations team to 
begin looking ahead and act PROACTIVELY to avoid shortages, 
optimise staffing levels and minimise energy consumption. All 
features that would increase the reactivity, resilience and, most 
importantly, profitability of their business whilst reducing wastage 
and environmental impacts.  

To find out how we can help you develop and grow your business 
through the use of technology, get in touch today and we’ll work to 
develop the bespoke solution you need to make your business soar.

CASE STUDY: 
FOOD FACTORY IN BENIN, WEST AFRICA.
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I looked out through the leaded panes at the benighted 
rain-washed road. I was prepared for a shock - but not 
for a shock like this. In my castle courtyard stood a 
car designed to lay siege to expectations and storm 
the ramparts of reactionary thinking. I had been told 
I would be driving an electric vehicle - so exciting as to 
make my hair stand on end. I was expecting something 
which in appearance might, with justification, be called 
Frankenmotor: a bizarre and repulsive brute weighed 
down with batteries and festooned with wires: a beast 
barely capable of forward motion. How wrong I was.

Eyes wide open with astonishment, 
I beheld a gleaming missile ready 
it seemed, to rip free from the 
fetters of inertia - an athlete 
of a car; a supersports saloon 
of rakish demeanour and 
devastating dynamism waiting 
like an irresistible lure.

 I almost choked on my sugar-free 
fruit juice as my eyes greedily 
devoured the seductive contours. 
I might well have been Cortez gazing 
for the first time at the Pacific Ocean 
or even a French gourmet spotting 
an Ortolan in his bird bath. My lips 
moved. ‘Tesla’ I murmured.

A scientist down to my M&S 
socks, I’m a stickler for specification. 
But I was flummoxed. This 
American car defied predictability 
with the effortless grace of 
a well-pitched curve ball. 
No combustion chambers, no fuel 
injection, not even a fuel tank.

Tesla Model S
Performance

34  |  Motoring with Syd Taylor
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Best to ignore the things it lacks and 
concentrate on the goodies beneath 
its skin - for this is a car that batters 
received wisdom into a dark corner.

Inside it’s a luxurious five seater. 
Everything is controlled from the 
massive touchscreen - monolithic 
in its splendour like a visitor from 
another planet. Here is a device 
providing levels of assistance 
exceeding the imaginings of science 
fiction.: no keys, no switches...just 
select ‘drive’ and away you go. And 
‘go’ you do...up to 155mph (Limited). 
Forget the 0-60mph in 2.4 seconds 
nonsense. Select ‘ludicrous’ mode 
on the touchscreen and the launch 
from standstill to - maybe 20mph - is 
sensational. Electric motors produce 
maximum torque immediately, 
so instant initial acceleration 
(in the correct use of the word 
‘acceleration’) is akin to being 
launched by a steam catapult on 
the USS Enterprise. You’re treated 
to a swiftness of silent performance 
that in its immediacy, corresponds 
almost to the swiftness of thought.

And imagine a chassis that’s like 
a high-tech flying carpet. Go faster 

and the car drops lower in pursuit 
of the aerodynamic ideal. Tackle 
the twisty bits and all is taut and 
tenacious.

Beneath the floor, batteries pump 
out a charge like a light-sabre 
brigade of heroic cavaliers. All 
the better to power an electric 
motor at the front and one at the 
rear - so drive is to all wheels. It’s 
good to know that Tesla claim a 
range of 365 miles for this £85,500 
Performance version of the S, 
between charges. You can, of 
course, have the standard range 
(280 miles) version for £68,900. You 
find charge points all over the place 
- but they all charge at different 
rates ranging from ‘It will take hours!’ 
to ‘But I haven’t finished my coffee 
yet’ at one of Tesla’s superchargers 
which are free to use but few and 
far between at the time of writing. 
However, you do meet the nicest 
people there. I talked with a Tesla 
owner at a supercharger point who 
showed me how to move the car 
using his phone! I was immediately 
put in mind of the story ‘Oh,whistle 
and I’ll come to you my lad’ - so I 

asked if he was M.R. James. Sadly 
he was not. And the next step 
forward? Wireless charging!

Of course, if you bought a Tesla 
you would have a home charger for 
overnight charging. But forget just 
plugging in to your toaster socket. 
It would be Christmas before you 
could move off the drive.

While acquainting myself with all the 
marvels of the Tesla, my neighbour 
(He of the beefed-up imported 
Holden V8) imagined that he beheld 
a snazzy sports saloon ready to 
reverberate with sound and fury. 
He almost dropped his venison 
sandwich and can of triple X lager 
when he learned the truth.

“You mean it’s electric?”

My affirmative response left 
him speechless for a month. 
He could scarcely believe the 
evidence of his own eyes. 
His frown of concentration 
at once gave way to a 
beaming countenance: 
tomorrow he would go and 
buy tomorrows car. 
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Mitsubishi L200
Barbarian Double Cab Auto
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The days when bankers needed pick-
ups to carry their wallets are hopefully 
over. But the pick-up itself rolls on: 
immune, it seems, to the vagaries 
of the market, broadcasting to the 
highways and byways of motoring, 
an uncompromising determination 
to impose a little beef into the 
whimpering world of conformity.

Even further back when life 
was nasty, brutish and short the 
Barbarians would charge across 
the Steppes and the tundra would 
tremble beneath the horses hooves.

Fast forward to todays world 
when gherkins, cheese graters 
and shards poke the sky above 
our capital city and media types 
broadcast to our nation from the 
Salford Quays. When politicians 
slug it out in the democratic bear 
pit of The Commons - we can say 
with certainty that civilisations 
untold benefits present few 
hazards for striving citizens.

And then there’s the other story. 
When was the last time you took 
to our roads? Surely Genghis 
Khan himself would blanche at the 
horrors of the North Circular, pluck 
out his moustache hairs in fright at 
the terrors of the M6, run rings of 
sheer panic round roundabouts 
and cry to the heavens in despair 
‘Why this?’

But behold! What is this mighty 
beast that rumbles forward to his 
rescue? Surely some armoured 
chariot. A hefty beast of a highway 
bruiser that will brook no nonsense.

As more and more discerning 
buyers are finding out - there is 
only one answer when a libertarian 
lifestyle founded upon solid 
principles of practicality is what 
the doctor ordered. What better 
pick-me-up than a proud pick-up 
of multi purpose versatility.

For sporty types, farmers, 
tradesmen from Gary the go-
faster plummer to Tommy Telford 
the Builder and individualists of 
all kinds, the pick-up promises to 
deliver personalised yet practical 
motoring at attractive costs. This 
high spec. 5 speed auto variant 
of the L200 is £29,040 (You can 
get the VAT back if you’re VAT 
registered)

I was proud to be associated with 
the Mitsubishi Barbarian from the 
very first moment I set eyes on it 
‘til the end of the ‘all too brief’ test.

My answer to those who express 
wonder at the desirability of such 
vehicles is simply to say ‘try one 
yourself and you’ll understand’. 
The pick-up experience is one of 
the few remaining individualistic 
motoring treats available to the 
ordinary man or woman today.

Consider this. You get a cabin with 
space and plenty of scope for 
expansive thoughts - big enough 
for a family and what’s more, 
it’s not a hymn to utilitarianism 
but a celebration of luxurious 
comfort, with mood lighting, 
leather seats air con. and power 
windows. Where else will you 
find such versatility for there’s a 
load carrying capacity that not 
even Archimedes could conceive 
of. If this gear won’t float your 
boat nothing will. You could be 
delivering a bathtub one day and 
delivering the family to the seaside 
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the next and bringing back half a 
beach of sand. And in a vehicle with 
this presence, no-one will kick sand 
in your face (Figuratively speaking. 
of course) as drivers of lesser 
vehicles keep a respectful distance 
- the brute in me loved its bigness.

The prime mover for all this is 
a 178bhp 2.4 litre lightweight 
aluminium diesel that conveys 
you with a smooth refinement all 
the way to over 110mph. Most of 
the time you’ll be in 2wd high but 
there’s 4wd high and low, plus a diff.
lock - and in this auto version with 
sports mode to shift manually, you’ll 

never believe how good it is on the 
metalled highway as you cruise 
quietly and effortlessly at speed.

I was delighted at the way it 
stormed citadels of traffic chaos, 
muscled its way through mayhem 
thanks to a tight turning circle - 
and all the while pleasing me like 
punch at the pumps. The claimed 
32mpg is conservative. Without 
a load, near 39mpg was attained 
with careful driving.

Highways, byways, uplands, lowlands, 
the Barbarian fears no potholes: 
look out mole! Here we come.

How lucky we are, I reflected, 
to be able to choose such an 
individualistic engine of progress.

I thought long and hard for something 
negative to say and came up with just 
one drawback. It is not the easiest 
vehicle to park at the supermarket 
- but that’s a small price to pay for a 
big-hearted Barbarian unleashed. 

And Hey! What’s a squashed 
hatchback or two between 
friends? This is a gentle giant 
that won’t let you down whether 
your name is Genghis or Gladys.
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Car Electronics Derby Ltd 
13 Ashbourne Road, Derby DE22 3FQ

Tel: 01332 332546
Email: www.carelecderby.co.uk

CarElecDerbyCarElecDerby www.carelecderby.co.uk

Radio replacements available 
for most vehicles
Featuring:
Apple CarPlay & Android Auto - view 
& control Nav, music, phone and 
messaging in your car while driving with 
excellent voice control
Sat Nav built in and/or using your phone
DAB Digital Radio
Bluetooth hands-free and music 
streaming
USB, iPod and HDMI options available
Add reversing camera, Rear Seat 
Entertainment, upgraded audio, dash 
cameras and much more

Car Electronics 
Derby Ltd

Blackvue & Mio Dash cameras 
available to supply and fit. 
Options for:
Front only or front and rear
Use while driving only or driving and parking mode
All cables hidden without using your existing 
cigarette lighter socket
Smartphone playback, control and remote viewing 
available on select models
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Tel: 01332 332546   Email: www.carelecderby.co.uk
Car Electronics Derby Ltd

DASHCAMS
Wide range available

£130-£630 fitted including VAT

Dash cameras are known under a variety 
of names:
■ DVRs
■ Crashcams/crash cameras
■ Dashcams/dash cameras

Some popular brands which we stock 
include:
■ Mio
■ Blackvue
■ Road Angel
■ Garmin

Dash cameras can be either forward facing, or 
front and rear. Some rear facing cameras have an 
extension to see out of the rear window, others look back 
at the driver.

Dash cameras can come with or without a display. 
Models with a display are easier to use and setup, while 
models without a display are smaller and easier to hide. 
We prefer models with a display, as they sometimes 
include special features (like Safety Camera info) and act 
as a visual deterrant.

Some models also have a Parking Mode, which records 
movement in front of the camera while the engine 
is turned off. Some models may need extra parts for 
recording while the ignition is turned off, these cost £40-
£170 depending on manufacturer.

All devices are portable, although most of our customers 
prefer to have all cables hidden away inside the dash.  
We can also install units purchased from elsewhere, 
although your labour charge will be higher than if you 
have purchased the dashcam from us.

All models are checked to not interfere with FM, DAB or 
GPS, unlike some devices purchased from elsewhere.



YOU DESERVE CARE
THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Keeping you and your loved ones safe 
without the need for residential care
• Our care is person-centred - we go the extra mile
• All CareGivers are introduced to Clients in advance
• Our Care calls are never rushed
• 1 hr minimum up to 24/7 live-in care

Our services include:
• Companionship
• Transportation & errands
• Meal preparation
• Light housekeeping
• Help with washing & dressing
• Personal care
• Medical reminders
• Post-operative support
• Holiday & respite cover
• Specialist dementia care
• Hospital to home
• Live-in care

and much more...

01332 913232 
derby@rightathomeuk.com 
www.rightathomeuk.co.uk/derby

Quality care you can trust, delivered 
in the comfort of your own home

Call us for a 
FREE care 
assessment
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My Day as a 
Care Assistant 
for Right at 
Home Derby

our minimum call time is one hour 
and I find this gives me time to 
perform my duties thoroughly and 
still have time to talk to my Client 
and give them some much needed 
companionship;  neither me nor 
the Client feels rushed as we have 
a nice morning chat.

Working with 
a Colleague
At 9.00am my call finishes and I 
travel to my next Client’s home  
which takes 10 minutes to get to. 
The Client’s care call is scheduled 
for 9.10 am as we accommodate 
for travel time between each 
Client to ensure everyone gets 
their full one hour call time. 

My next Client is a two hour partial 
double up call, meaning that there 
are two CareGivers attending 
to the one Client.  Our Client is 
a gentleman with MS and his 
care is more palliative. I meet my 
colleague at my Client’s house and 
we use a hoist to get him out of 
bed and assist him with toileting 
and showering. We then help to 

A Trusted 
Familiar Face
I begin my day by travelling to my 
Client’s home for an 8.00am start. 
Every day starts with a visit to this 
same Client because they really 
like continuity of care, which is 
something that we promote at Right 
at Home. By giving Clients regular 
and familiar faces, we can often 
spot any problems or issues early, 
which helps keep our Clients fit and 

healthy so they can continue living 
in the comfort of their own home.

For this particular Client, my 
duties are to get them up, washed 
and dressed and prepare some 
breakfast. I always offer my Clients 
a choice with what to wear and 
what to eat and drink. I really 
appreciate the time I get with 
all of my Clients because in my 
previous job, I was only allocated 
15 minute call times which wasn’t 
long enough to get the job done 
properly. Here at Right at Home, 

With Joanne Hudson

Continued Overleaf
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get him dressed and hoisted into 
his wheelchair. It’s now time for my 
colleague to depart whilst I have 
an hour to prepare some food and 
carry out some light housekeeping  
including a quick dust and vacuum. 
I then put some washing in the 
washer for the next carer to empty 
on his visit in the afternoon. 

We keep a communications log 
for every Client visit.  This is all 
done on an app on my phone 
which means no more lengthy 
paperwork to fill in!  Completing 
this on the app means I have 
more time to spend with the Client 
and the office receive immediate 
notification of what happens on 
every call.

Companionship 
and Social 
Support
After the call ends, it’s time for 
a break until my final Client of 
the day. This Client chose Right 
at Home for its companionship 
services, so on this occasion, this 
involves me taking her out to a 
local garden centre to look for 
plants and maybe have a snack 
in the café there afterwards. My 
Client likes that we can support 

her to continue doing activities 
that she enjoys and the trips out are 
great for her health and wellbeing 
as she likes to keep active.

My shift finishes at 2.00pm so 
I head home ready for the kids 
getting back from school.

Rewarding and 
Fulfilling
What care gives me is a sense of 
satisfaction, that you are helping 
someone in need. No other 
job has been as rewarding as 
providing care for the community. 
I like to think that Right at Home 
does care the right way, like when 

you care for one of your own 
family members. 

Right at Home has really 
supported me in my career as a 
carer.  I am now studying for my 
Level 3 qualification in Health 
and Social Care and I hope to be 
promoted to a Senior Carer in the 
not so distant future. 

If you have any questions 
then feel free to get in touch. Tel: 01332 913232
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Thousands of fans greeted the 
team back from Majorca on a 
Sunday morning to receive their 
medals although McFarland and 
Todd missed out as they were on 
England duty. 

Both Derby and Leeds (as FA Cup 
winners) both turned down the 
opportunity to play in the season 
opening fixture, the FA Charity 
Shield game (now renamed as the 
Community Shield).

Having safely navigated through 
the first round of the European 
Cup, they were paired with 
Portuguese giants Benfica, 
including the legendary Eusebio, 
in the second round. Clough 
ordered that the Baseball Ground 
pitch was flooded on the afternoon 
of the game as it would give Derby 
more of a home advantage which 
they took and won the tie 3-0.
After beating Spartak Trnava, 
Italian champions Juventus in 
the semi-final, with the first leg 
in Turin.  Derby lost the first leg 
3-1 amidst some ill feeling as the 
referee accepted bribes to fix the 

game by booking McFarland and 
Gemmill, both of whom had been 
booked previously and would miss 
the return fixture. Derby’s pressure 
looked to have paid off but Alan 
Hinton missed a penalty and Roger 
Davies retaliated to the Italian’s 
constant fouling, shirt tugging and 
kicking and was sent off.
Within six months, the long running 
disputes with the Board regarding 
his media work, illegal approaches 
for players and buying players 
without authorisation came to a 
head and both Brian Clough

and Peter Taylor resigned. The 
following days were turbulent 
with moves to get the pair re-
instated, fans marching through 
the streets of the town and the 
players discussing strike action. 
All of which was to no avail as the 
Board moved quickly to appoint  
Dave Mackay as manager from 
Nottingham Forest and, alongside 
his assistant Des Anderson, they 
helped steady the ship as Derby 
finished third in 1974. The dispute 
between Clough and the Directors 
ended up in a court case and out 

of court settlement followed as 
the majority of Directors were 
concerned about their business 
interests being affected despite 
the weight of evidence being in 
their favour. 

As Clough re-appeared at Leeds, 
he took McGovern and O’Hare 
with him and allowed Mackay to 
add more strength and flair to the 
squad he inherited by signing Rod 
Thomas, Bruce Rioch and 

1976-77 squad.

Charity Shield programme.

Derby County Football Club: A Grand History, 1955 - 1985

Continued from page 30
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The same attention to detail applies 
throughout. A small project is still 
the most important project to the 
client and is treated as such. Other 
projects undertaken have included 
many industrial and commercial 
schemes such as nursing homes, 
nurseries, purpose designed 
industrial buildings, offices, flats and 
a recently completed Veterinary 
clinic in Ashbourne.

Woore: Watkins Limited is a small, long established 
family business that prides itself in offering a 
friendly personal service no matter the size of 
the project.
The company was formed in 1947 
by Peter Woore. Peter’s family 
background was steeped in 
architecture and the arts, and he 
quickly established himself working 
from the family home on Friar Gate. 
The company is still there today. 
He became well known for his arts 
and crafts style, and ‘Peter Woore’ 
houses are as much in demand today 
as when they were originally built.

The company has gone through a 
number of changes over the years. 
When Peter became ill a partnership 
was formed, The Peter Woore 
Watkins Partnership. Haydn Watkins 
had started working at the practice 
at fifteen while still at school. It was 
his driving ambition to become 
an architect, and he duly qualified 
in 1989, the same year as the 
partnership was formed. With Peter’s 
death the business was run by Ian 

Woore his son, who also followed in 
the family tradition of architecture, 
together with Haydn. Ian has his 
own distinctive style being highly 
creative but well-grounded in the 
practical skills.

As Ian progressed towards retirement 
the running of the company fell to 
Haydn, who is still practicing today, 
upholding the traditional values of the 
company adding his ethos. History 
repeated itself when an Ashbourne 
builder asked if his son could do his 
experience with the company whilst 
training at university. Needless to say 
he now works closely with Haydn 
ensuring the company maintains its 
distinctive style and personal service. 

The company specialises in 
domestic projects from the smallest 
extension to one off houses and 
small housing development. 

Address: 
61 Friar Gate 
Derby 
DE1 1DJ

Telephone: 
01332 347 719

Email: 
info@woorewatkins.co.uk

“  Woore: Watkins Limited is proud to 
have contributed to the architectural 
landscape of Derby and the 
surrounding areas and looks forward 
to continuing to serve the local people 
with their distinctive style and values 
coupled with personal service to suit 
every client. ” Haydn Watkins
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Francis Lee. With this squad and 
Player of the Year Colin Todd 
and Peter Daniel coming into the 
team, replacing long-term injury 
Roy McFarland, the team won the 
league for a second time. 

In another transfer swoop, Charlie 
George was persuaded to join 
Derby instead of Tottenham 
Hotspur and made his debut in 
the 1975 Charity Shield match 
against West Ham United, 2-0, at 
Wembley. The goalscorers in front 
of 59,000 fans were Kevin Hector 
and Roy McFarland. 

George is likely to be  remembered 
by most fans for the European Cup 
exploits against Real Madrid. A 
hat trick in the first game at the 
Baseball Ground in a 4-1 victory, 
the first goal being one of the best 
ever scored by a Derby team, and 
another stunning goal in Madrid 
wasn’t enough to get past the 
Spanish team who won 5-1 on the 
night and 6-5 on aggregate. The 
game in Madrid is still regarded as 
one of their greatest comebacks 

and also holds the attendance for 
any game involving Derby – 120,000.

At one point in the season, Derby 
were looking good for a league 
and cup double, but a dislocated 
shoulder suffered by Charlie 
George during a midweek game 
against Stoke City proved to be 
the turning point not only for the 
season, but in Derby’s fortunes 
as a whole. Without an adequate 
replacement, they fell away in the 
league to finish 4th and lost to 
Manchester United in the FA Cup 
semi-final.

At the start of the 1976-77 season, 
a shortage of strikers (Roger 
Davies had been sold to FC Bruges 
and Francis Lee had retired) 
meant a lack of goals and a poor 
start. Bruce Rioch was used as 
an emergency centre forward and 
scored four times in an 8-2 win 
against Tottenham Hotspur. This 
result  came soon after a club 
record 12-0 (9-0 at half time) victory 
over Finn Harps of the Republic 
of Ireland in the UEFA Cup, with 

Kevin Hector scoring five times.

These two results aside, things 
weren’t going well and Mackay and 
Anderson were cruelly sacked just 
18 months after winning the title.
Off the field, the Boardroom 
also had its fair share of change 
with Sam Longson, George Hardy, 
Richard Moore, and local snooker 
promoter Mike Watterson all holding 
the position of Chairman throughout 
the late 1970s which also led to 
uncertainty in the direction of the 
club and the management each 
chairman favoured.
Colin Murphy, Tommy Docherty, 
Colin Addison and John Newman 
all had spells in charge but 
after winning the title twice and 
enjoying those great European 
nights, Derby ended the decade 
relegated to Division Two. Of those 
managers, Tommy Docherty 
remains the most unpopular 
manager in the club’s history as he 
sold many of the fans’ favourites 
(Todd, Hector, Gemmill and 
Boulton) and replaced them with 
largely unknown players with a lot 
less ability. This led to inevitable 
struggles and succeeding 
managers were unable to arrest 
and inevitable relegation.
Fans entered the 1980s with the 
slogan We’ll be back in ’81 on 
their t-shirts but a 3-0 defeat at 
Cambridge United on the opening 
day brought made everyone 
realise it was not going to be easy. 
Continued struggles in the early 
80s made the Directors turn to 
Forest’s assistant, Peter Taylor 
to return to the club and help in 
their struggle.

This broke up the hugely successful 
Clough-Taylor partnership and 
their friendship was effectively 
ended when Forest’s European Cup 
winning John Robertson joined 

Protest march to re-instate Clough & Taylor.
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Derby. A strange twist saw Derby 
get drawn against Nottingham 
Forest in the third round of the 
FA Cup in January 1983 and 
was billed as Taylor vs Clough 
throughout the media. A predictably 
muddy January pitch saw Derby 
outplay their rivals and deservedly 
win 2-0 with second half goals from 
Gemmill and Andy Hill. 
One of Derby’s strikers during this 
time was Bobby Davision who had 
played against Derby for Halifax 
Town in the League Cup and had 
impressed Peter Taylor to such 
a degree they bought him and 
would be the best signing he made 
during his spell in charge and be 
a huge asset over the coming 
years. Roy McFarland left his 
position as Bradford City manager 
to become assistant manager 
that led to an FA investigation into 
the circumstances and potential 
illegal approaches.
In his first season they put together 
a remarkable run after Christmas 
that saved them from relegation, 
but a year later Taylor was sacked 
amidst a continued struggle to get 
results, culminating a 5-1 defeat 
at Barnsley. Roy McFarland took 
temporary charge for the last nine 
games but too late to stop the 
inevitable drop to the third division 
for first time in 30 years. 
At the same time as the on-
field problems, the club’s 
financial position was becoming 
unmanageable, with everyone 
seemingly demanding money 
and Directors no longer to keep 
putting money into the club. 
As requests from the banks, 
HMRC and others progressed 
into a winding up order in the 
courts, Stuart Webb did a superb 
job of stalling the High Court 
proceedings whilst trying 
to raise funds and just keep the 

club in business on a week to 
week basis.
During the season, there was a 
remarkable FA Cup run that saw 
them reach the 6th round and 
bringing in much needed revenue 
to pay wages and day to day 
costs. They had an opportunity 
to progress further when they 
were drawn away at Third Division 
Plymouth Argyle. Thousands of 
Derby fans travelled to the south 
west by train, car, bus and plane 
came away with a 0-0 draw. Having 
seemingly done the hard part 
they now had home advantage, 
it was hoped a win would follow. 
However, a goalkeeping error by 
Steve Cherry saw a corner kick 
go straight into the net and the 
chance had gone. The winners 
were to play Watford in the semi-
final, one which Derby would 
have fancied their chances of 
progressing to their first final 
since 1946. 
On the same evening news broke 
that a potential rescue plan funded 
by newspaper owner Robert 
Maxwell had collapsed, with the 
future of the club now counted 
in days not weeks. With excuses 
and delays exhausted it needed a 
last minute change of heart from 
Robert Maxwell to agree to pay 
the creditors and monies needed 
to close the High Court case. 
Maxwell was a larger than life 
personality and was the current 
owner of Oxford United and 
Football League rules meant he 
could not run more than one club, 
so he put one of his sons, Ian in 
control with Stuart Webb 
as Managing Director.
The inevitable relegation meant 
many players had left and the club 
approached their centenary season 
of 1984-85 in the Third Division with 
virtually no players and no manager.

Arthur Cox had just led Newcastle 
United to promotion to the First 
Division, but a contractual dispute 
saw him leave and jump down two 
divisions to join Derby. He retained 
Mcfarland, who himself had applied 
for the job, as his assistant as they 
set about rebuilding the team. With 
little or no money for transfers, 
many players were brought in on 
free transfers or from non-league 
levels. For the centenary season 
they also had a special, one-off shirt, 
manufactured by Leicester company 
Admiral which incorporated the 
club’s original colours.

The season started off with a defeat 
away to Bournemouth and when 
Kevin Wilson started scoring goals 
and attracting attention of teams 
in higher divisions, he was sold 
and this money was used to help 
purchase several other players 
such as Biggins, Lewis, Christie and 
Micklewhite. The end of the season 
saw them finish in 7th place, but 
with the finances back on an even 
keel, stability in the boardroom 
and promising signs of a new team 
being put together on the field.

Thanks to Andy Ellis, DCFC, the 
historian for providing article 
and images.

Arthur Cox.

Derby County Football Club: A Grand History, 1955 - 1985
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PST Joinery Ltd
PST Joinery Ltd provides over 25 years joinery experience 
and is proud to be a member of the Guild of Master 
Craftsmen. Offering a wide variety of joinery services 
with the assurance of City and Guilds Advanced Level of 
Joinery and Carpentry qualified craftsmen.

Based in the centre of Derby, 
we deliver nationwide quality 
work that has been hand crafted 
to your specific requirements. 
We are continually working with 
manufacturers, commercial and 
domestic clients, developing their 
ideas and turning them into reality.

Our services include;
• Manufacturing joinery 

contracts 
• Gates both manual 

and automated 
• Kitchens 
• Staircases
• Bespoke items of 

furniture  
• Windows 
• Doors
• Conservatories 
• Skirting, flooring 

& architrave
• Porches
• Fencing
• Decking

Over the years we have 
established and developed good 
relationships with our clients 
through regular communication 
from the onset of their project to 
completion so that the end result 
is just as they had dreamt. 

Versatility makes PST Joinery 
Ltd the perfect choice for a wide 
range of customers, whilst our 
excellent reputation, craftsmanship 
and experience have provided 
assurance and confidence to our 
long list of loyal clients. 

Please visit our website, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Instagram and Yell pages 
to view our gallery, read reviews 
from our customers and discover 
more about our offering. 

“ Our aim is to deliver a comprehensive 
quality joinery service, competitively 
priced with a guaranteed professional 
and yet personal approach from 
beginning to end.

    Take advantage of our FREE Quotation 
service and contact us today to discuss 
your joinery requirements.”

Paul S Taylor

PST Joinery Ltd, 
Unit 9 Perkins Yard, 
Mansfield Road, 
Derby, DE21 4AW

Telephone: 
07538 836322

Email: 
pstjoinery@sky.com

www.pstjoinery.co.uk

“Making 
Wood 
Work”
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Visit us at:
Incite Interiors Ltd, Draycott Mills, by The Courtyard 
Off Market Street, Draycott Village, Derbyshire DE72 3NB 
01332 870 296 - Open for visitors 7 days a week

No furniture ranges – Just handcrafted client led 
furniture design at competitive prices
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For those looking to enhance their home with high quality 
furniture - hidden off Market Street in Draycott Village in 
amongst the Mill buildings by The Courtyard, you’ll find 
a little gem of a business that manufactures wooden 
furniture to order for your Home.

Incite Interiors do not sell Furniture Ranges but instead offer 
the opportunity to buy custom made furniture, handcrafted 
to individual requirements at competitive prices.  

Incite Interiors showroom and office are above their 
workshop in the mill. They are a cottage industry business 
that pride themselves in making beautiful custom-made 
furniture for your Bedroom, Lounge, Dining and Kitchen 
using time tested tradition woodworking methods. The 
best way to fully appreciate the extent of the furniture 
items they have produced is to browse their website.

No Frills, No Celebrity Endorsements, No Brochures, 
Order Direct and become a proud owner of a beautifully 
made British bespoke furniture item.

Incite Interiors Ltd

Bespoke Furniture Makers 
Draycott Village

Bedroom | Lounge | Kitchen | Dining

Full information on our website:
www.inciteinteriors.co.uk

What can we make for you?
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Call: 01773 771457 | Mobile: 07733 184208
Email: premiersales@hotmail.co.uk

www.premierblindsandcurtains.co.uk
HOME 
VISITS



WE ARE HERE
28 HIGHFIELD 
ROAD, 
DE23 1DG

YOUR NEW LOCAL CONVENIENCE 
STORE AND OFF LICENCE

Serving the Littleover community!

MILK & BREAD
CONFECTIONERY

NATIONAL LOTTERY
PLUS MUCH MORE!

OPEN Mon-Sat 8am to 8.30pm | Sun 10am-4pm
Littleoverlocal
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dekm
chartered
accountants

Tax Tips for 
Company Directors 
Company Cars 
– Changes to 
Benefits in Kind for 
Electric Vehicles
Currently if you drive a car with less 
than 50 g/km of CO2 the benefit 
in kind is 16% of the list price for 
a petrol or pure electric vehicle. 
However from 6 April 2020 this is 
changing and will depend on how 
far the car can travel on electric 
power.  If the car can travel over 130 
miles on electric power without a 
recharge, then the benefit in kind is 
just 2%. 

This rises in stages to 14% if the car 
travels less than 30 miles on electric 
power. This can give a significant 
saving compared to the charge 
this year. 

The other advantage for employers 
if they purchase a  vehicle with less 
than 75g/km Co2  then they  can 
claim 100% first year allowance.  
This means on a car costing 
£30,000 the benefit in kind is just 
£600 which is just  £240 a year in 
tax for higher rate taxpayer and the 
corporation tax saving is £5,700. 

Additionally charging facilities made 
available to employees will not give 
rise to a benefit in kind. 

52  |  DEKM
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If you would like more information on the above or 
any other tax matter, please call DEKM on 

01332 293396
or e-mail 
enquires@dekm.co.uk
8 Vernon Street, Derby DE1 1FR
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The number of purely electric cars 
on the market are increasing all the 
time with current models available 
including the Renault Zoe, Nissan 
Leaf, Volkswagen E-golf, and the 
more expensive Jaguar I-Pace and 
Tesla Model X.

By 2020 it is expected that more  
manufacturers will have purely 
electric cars which will mean they 
are more widely available and the 
competition should lower the costs. 

Extracting income 
for the Family 
Company

Salary
The start of the new tax year is 
always the time to review the salary 
and dividend taken by shareholders/
directors for 2019/20.

The £3,000 employment allowance 
continues to be available where 
there are two or more employees 
earning over the Secondary 
Threshold  Limit of £8,632 per 
annum. This means where the 

company has not used the 
allowance it can be set against the 
employers NIC on directors’ salaries.

Thus, where the only employees 
are husband and wife there would 
generally be no PAYE or Employers 
NIC on salaries up to the £12,500 
personal allowance. 

There would however still be 
employees NIC at 12% on the 
excess over £8,632 per annum 
which would be £464 on a £12,500 
salary, leaving a net income after 
deductions of £12,036.

Dividends
The traditional advice would then 
be to extract any additional profit 
from the company in the form of 
dividends. Where dividends fall 
into the basic rate band which 
has been increased to £37,500 
for the 2019/20 year, the rate of 
tax continues to be 7.5% after the 
dividend allowance of £2,000 
had been used.

Remember that the Companies 
Act requires that companies 
may only pay dividends out 
of distributable profits.
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A Different Kind of 
Ball Game in Derby

Beer and football have been inextricably linked 
since time immemorial with the tradition of meeting 
friends for a pint before/after the match being 
passed down through the generations. Here we 
look at some of the connections between Derby 
County and pubs hereabout.

home, and the Rams’ owner, the 
late Lionel Pickering, oversaw the 
club’s move whilst owning his local, 
the Yew Tree, Ednaston.
Derby’s two best pubs for Rams’ 
memorabilia are the Neptune 
at The Spot and the Peacock. 
Steve Kirk is the Neptune’s long 
serving landlord who has raised 
considerable sums for charity 
and Steve is a positive supporter 
of St George’s Day. The well 
upholstered pub has a sporting 
theme with Rams’ mementos to the 
fore including a large, autographed 
photograph of the late, great Dave 
Mackay. A jacket laden with Rams’ 
badges belonging to Douglas Else, 
affectionately known as “the badge 
man”, hangs proudly in a display 
cabinet. Douglas sadly passed 
away in 2012. In the rear courtyard 
outside, you’ll find a turnstile from 
the Baseball Ground and a truly 
iconic image of Messrs Clough 
and Taylor holding aloft the old 
first division championship trophy 
in 1972. Offiler’s used to own the 
Neptune, and before the Ley 
Stand was built in 1969, the Derby 
brewery’s name was emblazoned 

First, though, a little history. The 
Rams’ name emanates from 
the mascot of the Sherwood 
Foresters, the Nottinghamshire 
and Derbyshire regiment, and the 
club was inaugurated in 1884 at the 
Old Bell Hotel, Sadler Gate. Four 
years later, Derby County was one 
of twelve founding members of 
the Football League. The County 
(cricket) Ground hosted Rams’ 
matches until 1895 when a packed 
meeting at the Derwent Hotel at 
The Spot decided to relocate to 
the Baseball Ground in Derby’s 
burgeoning Normanton district. 
Industrialist, Francis Ley, attempted 
to replicate baseball’s popularity 
in America, here in Derby, and 
Steve Bloomer, the Rams’ and 
England’s first footballing superstar, 
excelled at both sports. The 
prolific goal-scorer helped Derby 
County win the English (baseball) 

Cup thrice in the 1890s. By this 
time the curved Baseball Hotel 
opposite the Baseball Ground 
was in-situ, but after a century’s 
service to Rams’ supporters, it was 
prematurely demolished in the mid 
1990s when plans to extend the 
Baseball Ground were hatched. 
This was a profound loss, not only 
for its historic 
association 
with the Rams, 
but also for its 
architectural 
features which 
included a 
parquet floor 
and a fine, 
curved bar and 
back fitting, the 
longest in Derby. 
Pride Park 
would become 
the Rams’ new 
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on the Popside terracing’s roof. 
The Neptune opens at 7am for 
breakfast on match days and you 
can watch Sky Sports and BT 
Sport whilst downing Cask Marque 
approved Doom Bar and Pedigree.   

Roger and Penny Myring are 
familiar faces to Derby beer buffs 
having run the Friargate and 
Smithfield before taking on the 
Peacock, Nottingham Road, in 
2011. Inside this stone-built inn, 
part of the centuries old Liversage 
Trust, there’s a host of old Rams’ 
photographs certain to enthuse the 
club’s historians, including a great 
shot of Rams’ legend, Kevin Hector, 
in postman’s uniform with the 
Baseball Hotel in the background. 
In these times of multi-millionaire 

footballers, 
it’s hard to 
imagine Harry 
Kane in similar 
garb after 
retiring from 
the game! The 
Peacock is 
entirely free of 
tie and well- 
kept Draught 
Bass, Pedigree, 
Hartington 
IPA and 

Leatherbritches Peacock Pale 
Ale are augmented by changing 
guests. Roger is a long time Rams’ 
season ticket holder and he runs a 
bus from the pub to home matches.
In the early 1980s, the Mafaway 
was a supporters’ coach to away 
matches organised by Nigel Barker 
from the Mafeking, Porter Road, a 
characterful Bass house now sadly 

closed. Stoke on Trent born Nigel 
would become Derby’s youngest 
licensee (26) at its oldest pub, the 
Dolphin, in 1984, and in the early 
1990s, he ran the aforementioned 
Baseball Hotel. The immaculate 
crown bowling green, like the pub, 
is now consigned to history but it’s 
worth noting that between 1940 
and 1997 the Mafeking was run 
by three generations of the Morris 
family. 
Just two of many Normanton pubs 

that were popular on match days 
were the Sun Inn (Hardy and 
Hanson), Middleton Street, and 
the Grange (Ind Coope), Douglas 
Street, but they, like the Mafeking, 
have slipped into history.
Prior to the riches of the Premier 
League, a number of former Rams’ 
players ran pubs after their playing 
days were over. Ross MacLaren, 
(Blue Bell, Kirk Langley), Eric Steele 
(Holly Bush, Breedon on the Hill), 
Billy Hughes (Rising Sun, Friar 
Gate), John O’ Hare (Queens Head, 
Ockbrook) and further back, Tom 
Crilly, (Hilton Arms, Osmaston Road), 
were just a few of those who entered 
the licensed trade. Stuart McMillan 
was simultaneously Rams’ manager 
and landlord of the Nag’s Head, 
Mickleover, when Derby triumphed 
at Wembley in the 1946 F A Cup final. 
On that famous Spring day, centre 
forward, Jackie Stamps, scored 
twice, and much later, in 1998, a pub 
in the former Cantor’s furniture shop 
on Derby Market Place was named 
after him by a Yorkshire pubs’ 
group that was coincidentally titled 
Jack Stamps. The premises are 
now known as Walkabout.
Brewery sponsorship of football 
clubs wasn’t uncommon in the 
1980s, and in the Rams’ centenary 
year, the 1984/85 season, the 
world-renowned Bass brewery was 
the club’s main sponsor. Oh, and 
just to bring things up to date, the 
birth place, the Old Bell Hotel, has 
been restored splendidly by local 
businessman, Paul Hurst, offering a 
good choice of real ale in its bars.  

Paul Gibson
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The Fireplace & Stove Co. is a 
local, family-run business, with 
30 years specialist experience 
in supplying and installing high 
quality stoves, fireplaces and 
flue systems. 

Our products range from 
traditional cast surround 
fireplaces, solid fuel fires and gas 
to environmentally friendly DEFRA 
approved contemporary wood 
burners. We are an approved 

dealership for Morso, Hunter 
Stoves and Town & Country.

With a passion for great customer 
care, we offer expert advice 
and only recommend products 
and services to suit your 
property.  We take you through 
the whole process, from initial 
concept, survey, and product 
choice, to installation.  Our 
hand-picked team of Gas Safe 
and Hetas registered engineers 

gives you peace of mind that 
all installations are completed 
to the highest standards of 
workmanship, leaving you 
with a stunning home feature 
which fully meets regulatory 
requirements.

Why not visit our showroom to 
see a selection of fires and stoves 
working live, or call Stewart 
or Craig on 01543 480444 to 
arrange your free home survey.

23, Heart of the Country Shopping Village, Lichfield, Staffordshire WS14 9QR

Telephone: 01543 480444 
Email: info@thefireplaceandstove.co.uk

Showroom Open: 
Tuesday-Sunday 10am-5pm Closed Monday.

THE
FIREPLACE
& STOVE

CO.

CALL NOW 
TO BOOK 

A FREE HOME 
SURVEY
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58  |  Toetally Feet

My name is Lisa and 
I am a Foot Health 
Professional. I treat 
feet in the comfort 
and privacy of your 
own home. I offer 
professional nail cutting 
and removing of corns 
and callus, advising 
on general foot care 

and diabetic foot healthcare. For a small 
extra charge, I offer a Warm Wax therapy 
treatment which can be beneficial for arthritis, 
poor circulation, heel, and arch pain and 

re-hydrates the skin. Please feel free 
to call either my home or mobile 

number to discuss appointments 
or leave your name and number 
and I will return your call.

Hi, my name is Lisa Bayley I am a foot Health 
professional working in the Derby and 
surrounding areas. I trained with the SMAE 
Institute and am a member of the British 
Association of Foot Health Professionals. 
Thousands of people have their 
quality of life reduced because of 
lack of awareness, diagnosis and 
correct treatment of the lower leg 
and foot conditions. 
It is important to pay attention to your 
feet and note any changes that may 
occur, especially if you suffer from 
any other conditions such a diabetes 
or arthritis.
I treat feet in the comfort or your 
own home at a time to suit you, if 
you are a professional person then 
an evening or weekend call may suit 
you better.
As well as general footcare of cutting 
nails filing and creaming, I offer a 
wonderful relaxing warm wax therapy 
treatment, this includes applying oil 
to the feet then applying warm wax 
to the feet, covering and leaving for a few minutes, this is then removed 
and feet are creamed leaving them re-vitalised, soft and ready for 
summer. This is available for both men and women!

“ Thank you Lisa Bayley once again of Toetally Feet for my 
Pedicure, and warm wax treatment to feet, and hands. 
Feeling brilliant.” John

“ Lisa visited my elderly parents today and was amazing with 
them. They both have Alzheimer’s, so the visit could have been 
a tricky one but Lisa was caring, understanding and a total 
professional. My 86 year old dad was so pleased and impressed 
with how fantastic his feet felt, he got quite emotional. The 
treatments on both of my parents were carried out in a calm, 
empathetic way and Lisa is obviously extremely knowledgeable, 
offering aftercare advice along the way. Thank you Lisa - 
this will definitely be a regular appointment!” Kay

Common Complaints
Corns, callus, blisters, bunions, ingrowing toe 
nails can all be prevented by wearing good 
fitting footwear. When choosing footwear ensure 
it is long, wide and deep enough for your feet. 
The shoe is there to support your whole body 
throughout the day so careful consideration 
should be taken.

Is it a Corn or a Verrucae
Generally a corn can be very painful under 
pressure, a verrucae is painful if squeezed. A 
verrucae is caused by a virus that thrives in moist 
warm environments. Most will resolve on their 
own with a responsive immune system, however, 
sometimes if they are causing pain then it may be 
preferable to treat using a method that suits you.

A Few Tips For Looking after your feet
 ■ Before bathing/showering 

use a pumice stone to 
remove hard dry skin.

 ■ After bathing/showering 
ensure that between the 
toes are thoroughly dried.

 ■ Never use cream between 
the toes and on the nail, 
rather use an oil.

 ■ Cream feet paying attention 
to the heel after bathing/
showering.

 ■ Also try not to use powder 
either as this clogs between 
the toes encouraging 
athletes foot.

My website is 

www.toetallyfeet.co.uk
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Meadow-style 
funeral flowers

Beautiful � oral arrangements that are kinder to the environment

  NO PLASTIC OR FLORAL FOAM IS USED WITH OUR FUNERAL FLOWERS 

With a growing concern about the disposal of plastic, 
the Posy Patch is addressing the issue by o� ering 
� oral arrangements that contain no � oral foam or 
plastic. 
At the Posy Patch we aim to provide the perfect fl oral arrangement 
for your loved one, using locally sourced and British grown 
fl owers whenever possible, in order to reduce the air miles 
associated with imported fl owers. 

Our natural, meadow-style arrangements are perfect for anyone 
looking for a more personal alternative to the traditional formal 
style of funeral fl owers.

Lynne Bramwell, from the Posy Patch, explains: “It is an honour 
to work with families to provide the perfect tribute for their loved 
one. Throughout the year I am able to include foliage or � owers 
from my own garden and I’m often asked to include � owers 
from the bereaved family’s garden making it truly personal.  
By not using any � oral foam, which is a single-use plastic, my 
designs are 100% biodegradable and eco-friendly.”
The Posy Patch also creates beautiful � ower arrangements for 
couples looking for a more rustic style wedding.

www.theposypatch.co.uk

07545 254932

lynne@theposypatch.co.uk

@theposypatchderby

@theposypatch
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PART 2

in the 19th Century
LIFE AT 
DERBY SCHOOL

60  |  The Old Derbeian Society

So much development, including 
the erection of new buildings, took 
place within the 19th Century it was 
decided, rather than cram too much 
information into just one article to 
extend it with creating this Part 2.

The two major new buildings of the 
19th Century were first the erection 
of the School Chapel (first as a ‘tin 
shack’ in 1882) followed very quickly 
by Currey’s Chapel of 1895; following 
within a decade the building of ‘B’ 
Block. This was then followed, due 
to the increase of pupil numbers, 
the need of laboratory facilities and 
further classrooms and because of the 
increase of ‘boarders’ the provision 
of a Sanitorium for four boys plus a 
bedroom for a resident nurse and  

accommodation for junior masters. 
We shall deal with these in date order.

First - The Tin Chapel
Research has uncovered that this was 
built near the eastern end of the site 
where the main chapel was finally 
erected. No photographs have ever been 
found but luckily an old newspaper 
entitled “Illustrated Shooting and 
Dramatic News” dated 24th November 
1888. shows with a line drawing where 

Position of temporary Tin Chapel shown in relation to ‘B’ Block.

it was built. We appreciate this same 
sketch was used in Part 1 but this time 
we have highlighted its position in 
relation to the newly erected ‘B’ Block. 
Press reports indicate the temporary 
chapel was erected in 1882 when 
the Headmaster launched a fund for 
its permanent replacement as and 
when funds allowed. The fund being 
generously supported by the School 
itself, existing and previous scholars, 
their respective parents and the citizens 
of Derby.

Interestingly we have discovered 
both an elevation and layout plan of 
this original tin chapel which from 
a press report of the time states the 
official opening of the first chapel 
took place on Tuesday June 13th 
1882 when the Lord Bishop of 
Lichfield officiated.

Sketch Plan and elevation Drawing of the 
Original Tin Chapel
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Second – The Main 
Chapel designed by 
Currey
In July 1889 following the “Permanent 
Chapel Subscription Appeal” being 
launched by the then Headmaster, 
the Rev Walter Clark, very quickly 
sufficient funds were accumulated 
and the chosen architect, a former 
Derby School pupil, Percy H. Currey 
(1875-1882) was chosen to undertake 
this mammoth task. His completed 
design is shown on the accompanying 
photograph within an old school 
post-card which shows the pupils 
in the adjoining front play-ground.  
Interestingly the original design 
included four naves between buttresses, 
in the final build it was reduced to just 
three naves. It is understood the reason 
it was reduced by about 9 feet was 
because of the nearness of the adjoining 
King Street.  The official dedication 
of the chapel took place in April 1895 

when both the Bishop of Derby and 
the Bishop of Southwell were present. 
Therefore from 1895 until the school 
was moved out to Moorway Lane site 
in Littleover in September 1966 (for 
71  years) the chapel provided a most 
suitable place for ecumenical services 
and musical evenings. Sadly, in 2017 
it was demolished to allow the Kings 
Crescent development to take place. 

Unfortunately, for just over 50 years it 
lay deteriorating slowly as having been 
built as a chapel a modern use could 
never be found, lacking as it did all 
modern facilities like drainage, water 
and power supplies.

Another school 
building – originally 
known as the 
Sanitorium Block, 
later as Headmaster’s 
House and finally 
the Cadet Corps 
Armoury
Such was the growth of pupil numbers 
at the end of the 19th Century it was 
considered the empty space to the 
north of ‘A’ Block should be utilised. 
The plans included a small two-
bedroomed sanitorium for four pupils, 
bedroom accommodation for a 
resident nurse and two separate 
bedrooms for junior master’s 
accommodation, all built with modern 
drainage, plumbing, plus a complete 
Chemistry classroom/laboratory 
facilities. Outside a covered cloisters 
was built leading from the rear of ‘B’ 
Block to both the sanitorium, storage 
and preparation rooms.

If one refers to Part 1 of this article 
(which appeared in The Derbeian’ in 
the Summer 2019 edition) another 
most interesting new build happened 
off the  King Street Site, in fact on 
Field Number 240 on Kedleston Road, 
which for a few years had been the 
School’s first Sports Field. Again, like 
other pressures, additional boarding 
facilities were needed for the growth of 
school numbers. What became known 
as Durdant House (named after one 
of the originators of Derby School, 
namely Bishop Durdant from the 
Lichfield Cathedral. This showed a very 
large detached house built with space 
for two large dormitories to house 25 
pupils with all the necessary modern 
facilities including dining room, 
kitchen, bathroom and toilets plus in 
fact residential provision for one senior 
supervising Master. 

Other School 
Developments not 
relating to new buildings
One of the great benefits following 
the building of ‘B’ Block besides the 
additional classrooms and laboratory 
accommodation on the top floor, was 
the fact within the large first floor level, 
known by all as ‘Big School’ a large 
wooden stage complete with stage 
curtains and separate side entrances 
was built. So besides allowing the whole 
school to meet together in one large 
morning assembly it was also available 
for all examination purposes plus an 
important aspect of allowing an annual 
school play to be undertaken as well as 
concerts and  events such as Parents 
Teacher’s (PTA) ‘Spring Fairs’, Bring 
and Buy events plus used for Sixth 
Form Dances.
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Postcard available during the 1920’s and 
1930’s.

Derby School Chapel in its last year 2015!

Currey’s front elevation drawing - ‘The 
Derbeian’ March 1892 pages 18 and 19.

Original Currey Plan of first floor showing two 
sickrooms in Sanitorium.
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LIFE AT DERBY SCHOOL

A search through archives and back 
copies of ‘The Derbeian’ has actually 
revealed that as early as 1897 it records 
the beginning of a most important 
and annual event, namely the Annual 
School Play. This always enabled the 
development of a succession, year after 
year, of the ever-popular Annual School 
Play. Usually enabling dozens and 
dozens of, pupils not only to undertake 
acting parts, but to design and build 
stage props, including creating electric 
lighting and building scenery.

Bearing in mind photography was still in 
its infancy we are fortunate that we have 
the full records of the actual production 
of “Twelfth Night” by Shakespeare in 
December 1897 which a careful look 
into the attached photographs reveals 
the background is the area in front of 
the newly built Cloisters.

The formation of a 
Derby School Rowing 
Club
Early reference sources indicate that 
under the Headship of the Rev T.H.L. 
Leary whose tenure ran from 1858 to 
1865 was responsible for founding 
the Derby Grammar School Boat 

Club around 1862 when the Derby 
Mercury of June 3rd 1863 mentions 
the Head provided trophies for 
competition amongst boys of the School 
at the forthcoming Derby Regatta. 
In addition, in Tacchella’s Register 
the first Captain of Boats is listed as 
J.H. Roberts in 1862. Interestingly, 
there is no mention of a Club 
Boathouse and it not unreasonable 
to assume that an arrangement for 
accommodating school boats was 
probably made with the Derwent 
Rowing Club which had been 
founded in 1857.
An interesting comment appears 
in the School’s original School 
magazine called,  ‘Fasti’ for 1867 
and 1868 which states “We are 
glad to be able to state that the 
field adjoining that of the Derwent 
Club has at last been obtained. 
It is hoped that a new boathouse will be 
built in the course of the next fortnight 
and it is proposed to purchase two 
or three additional boats during the 
season. We may therefore confidently 
expect to see more crews on the river 
this summer”
To attempt to condense the history of 
the Derby School Rowing Club in an 
article of this type is not appropriate 
so at this juncture of time it is perhaps 
fortunate that we can refer readers to a 
most useful historic publication entitled 
“1879 to 1979 – The First Hundred 
Years” written by an Old Derbeian, 
Mr Colin S. Bell.. Written to celebrate 
the Centenary of Derby Rowing Club 
it contains a wealth of facts, figures and 
photographs, obviously specifically the 
Rowing Club itself, but it also includes 
a full Chapter concentrating solely on 
the Derby School Rowing Club from 
its initial creation by the Headmaster 
of the time, the Rev Dr Thomas 
Humphrey Leary (1858-1865).
From our extensive archives we have 
uncovered this remarkable very early 
B&W photograph which appears to 
show a small wooden building right

on the banks of the river Derwent down 
on Parker’s Piece. There is no date 
shown just the small written printed 
inscription ‘River and Bathing Shed’ 
and nicely posed seven pupils in football 
gear and one pupil lying face down on 
the grass, wearing what appears to be 
the standard head gear of that period. 

An enlargement of a similar Derby 
School cap is shown below.

The next question to try and answer 
is about the shed itself. Knowing this 
was in an era when no one had even 
invented the term Health and Safety it 
could well have been the official school 
changing room where pupils could put 
on their swimming costumes and enjoy 
the freedom of swimming in the river 
as a sport and certainly at a time when 
no municipal body or organisation had 
provided a modern swimming pool. 
This early photograph would certainly 
pre-date the idea of the School’s Annual 
River Swim from the Darley Abbey weir 
down to the Rowing Clubhouse.

Photograph of bathing shed adjoining Parker’s Piece.

School Cap worn along with full School 
Uniform when walking outside School.
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PART 2
in the 19th Century
Another historic 
development at 
Derby School in 
1862 – A School 
Cadet Corps
In the late 19th Century a major 
development took place, namely 
the formation of the first Derby 
School Volunteer Rifle Corps. In 1862, 
following. Government pressures by a 
circular letter from the Secretary of State 
for War in May 1859 which requested 
the formation of Volunteer Corps 
throughout the Kingdom and following 
the formation of the Repton Rifle 
Corps in 1861 the first Derby School 
Volunteer Rifle Corps was born in 
1862 with their first public appearance 
on Monday 9th June 1862 alongside 
the First Battalion of the Derbyshire 
Volunteers in Markeaton Park.

Evidence of its success in the life of 
the school can be taken from extracts 
throughout the Century within the 
school’s own in-house magazine ‘The 
Derbeian’ plus sadly viewing the 
School’s own War Memorial, known 
as an obelisk and reading all the names 
inscribed on the slate slabs for both 
WWI and WWII, namely 70 and 58 
respectively. 

Space does not permit details being 
written, sufficient that the Cadet Corps 
existed for just over a Century until 
1972 when due to lack of support by 
both pupils and school staff at the newly 
reorganised Comprehensive School 
that replaced the previous Grammar 
School at Moorway Lane in Littleover, it 
unfortunately had to be disbanded.

One consolation is that one can insert 
references to suitable extra reading 
material and no better is the second 
edition of a recent account written by a 
close colleague of mine, namely Andrew 
Polkey. The book is entitled “A History 
of Derby School Cadet Corps – 1862 

to 1973” and is available to purchase 
through the Old Derbeian Society. 

The School Pupils 
themselves
Finding photographs of early 
19th Century records of pupils is 
very, very rare. However, a most 
interesting one dated approximately 
1890 came to light a few years ago 
which is so unique and illustrates 
that time so clearly. First, we have 
on the left-hand side a man standing 
complete with his frock coat, high 
wing collar plus top hat, clearly a 
master of the time. Then sitting 
down at the front row some younger 
pupils complete with their high collar 
shirts and wearing, no doubt for effect 
for the photograph, their straw-boaters. 
So interesting as forty to sixty years later 
these were only worn by sixth formers 
as a mark of their seniority within 
the school hierarchy. The remaining 
senior pupils (standing) wearing most 
surprisingly mortar boards. Again, so 
unusual as now in the 21st Century we 
connect mortar boards with Universities 
and successful students achieving their 
degrees after graduation? 

Finally to conclude this particular 
article we have managed to research and 
find an old press report in the Derby 
Daily Telegraph for 17th December 
1927, hence the headline “Thirty three 
years ago” which shows the School 
Football First Team for the 1883-

1884 football season which names 
all the pupils. Interestingly again the 
photographer at that time uses the 
background of the newly built cloisters.

Grateful thanks to supporting Old 
Derbeians enabling the writing 
these articles, both Part 1 and Part 
2. Particularly those who over the 
past 10 years have sent in their old 
photographs and memories to our 
school archives. For the record 
additional memorabilia  of whatever 
type may be sent to the archivist. 
My email is archivist@oldderbeians.
co.uk, a landline of 01332 841452 
or drop a letter to 3 Village Court, 
Town Street, Duffield, Derbyshire 
DE56 4EG.

Written by J. Barrie Sheard 
(at Derby School 1945-1950)

Newly written Cadet Corps History Book.

Derby School Football Team 1883-1884 
season.

Derby School pupils and Master - approx. 
1890 Note frock coat, mortar boards and 
boaters.
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The Derbeian Autumn 
2019 Puzzle Pages
Welcome to The Derbeian Puzzle Page. Solutions for all our puzzles 
can be found on our website at www.thederbeian.com – Have fun!

3 9 4 7 1 2
7 9 4 5
6 2 1

3 5 8 2
3 1

7 8 9 2
6 4 3

9 4 5 6
5 7 8 6 9 2

3 9 7 1
6 4

2 3 8
6 1 4 7

7 4 3 2
2 9 7 6

4 2 8
5 2

4 9 6 3

Easy Hard
Fill each square 
with a number 
from 1 - 9. 
Each number 
can only appear 
once in the same 
row, column 
or 3 x 3 box.

Find all the words 
below In the grid.

Autumn
Leaf
Fall
Equinox
Punk Rock
Disco
Eagle Centre
Johnny Rotten
Cleopatra’s
Brian Clough
Rain
Harvest
Halloween

Word Search
E P M Z D V D C A F B R M Q Z M T E R F

W E J J H V U H V J X K H A R V E S T V

B J C O U J H U I K G G D F H M Z Z E V

T V D K H Q K H N S N M U T U A I K Q A

T P Y O L N S W L L J R V T D L V C U A

C Z J C N I N Z S L A P E U A M J O I I

L O D G W G X Y O V A Q K B I A V R N J

E N C R Y Q U F R F D F U J M V M K O E

O W C T U A W A I O O J K V G E D N X S

P Y X K O Y G L T F T V I F R I T U L B

A Z E H N B A Z O S Z T X X S Q H P U Z

T N Q U M B E O E A G L E C E N T R E F

R Y Z Q X C D R R A I N O N P U B A E S

A B R I A N C L O U G H O F M D O I A B

S I S C D H J F U P E R R V E P A H D W

P D G J N Q A H C D W O B E E W F B P K

J H Y H C E T W F J S H H L I M F Y A V

N D S A L I L N E T W O I X W O B M B N

O T M C H A L L O W E E N G J C R E I I

D S I Z D K T F Y B A M D F I K X W R N
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The goal of a word wheel puzzle is to create 
as many words possible with the letters in the 
word wheel and to find the hidden 11 letter word. 
You can only use each letter once for every 
word and every word must include the central 
letter O. Can you find the 11 letter word? Here is 
a little clue to help find the word: Describes the 
characteristics of third season of the month.

Across
7. This shopping centre was opened on November the 20th 1975 in 

Derby (3,5,6)
8. In America Autumn is referred to as _____ (4)
9. Refers to trees that lose their leaves (9)
10. This 1976 American sports drama film was written by and starred 

Sylvester Stallone. (5)
13. Manager of Derby County Football Club in 1970 (5,5)
15. 1975 American thriller film directed by Steven Spielberg (4)
16. This White House political scandal that came to light in 1972 

causing the impeachment of President Richard Nixon. (9)
17. This genre of music was developed in the mid-1970s (4,4)

Down
1. Sid Vicious replaced this man as the bassist of The Sex Pistols in 

1977. (4,7)
2. This musical artist joined British-American Band Fleetwood Mac in 

1975 and began their solo career in 1981.(6,5)
3. On the 30th of September 1976 The Sex Pistols played a gig at 

this former Derby night club.(10)
4. Tenth month of the year (7)
5. This performance venue opened in Derby in 1977 (3,8,5)
6. The 2018 Autumnal equinox took place on the 23rd of what 

month? (9)
11. Bass guitarist for British rock band Queen. (4,6)
12. To travel long distances to avoid winter (9)
14. The colour between red and yellow in a rainbow (6)

Brain Teasers
1. Which word in the dictionary is spelled incorrectly?
2. The following number is the only one of its kind: 8,549,176,320. Can you figure out what is so special about it?
3. If You Have Me, You Want to Share Me. If You Share Me, You Don’t Have Me. What Am I?
4. What makes more as you take them?

Word Wheel

Crossword

Maze
Help Ramone find 
the pumpkinU
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7

1
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9

12

13
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14 15

11

17
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Denstone College 
Preparatory School 

There has been a prep school on the site of Smallwood 
Manor for nearly 100 years.  Over the course of that time 
it has changed from a traditional 7- 13 boys-only boarding 
school to a co-educational prep school for pupils aged 
2 – 11.  We are now a day school, but our pupils do have 
the opportunity to stay the night for activities-based 
sleepovers once a term and camp out in our beautiful 
grounds, both as year groups and with family camps 
where parents, siblings and even grandparents join in.

children’s hockey skills.  Next 
term, for the first time, we will 
have girls and boys playing both 
rugby and hockey, meaning that 
we will be playing mixed sex 
matches against other schools 
and this is something that 
we shall be building on every 
term from now on. The world is 
changing and we need to change 
with it.

The past four years have seen 
a change from French to 
Spanish, changes in catering, 
the introduction of a survival 
course for Year 6 and an increase 
in residential trips from just 
one in Year 6 to three, taking 
in the top three year groups in 
the school.

So much has changed over the 
past century, but I also feel that 
much remains the same: the 
same ethos, the same sense 
of adventure for the children, of 
putting them first and challenging 
them to achieve more than they 
actually believe themselves to 
be capable of, and essentially 
of having fun. I have always felt 
that if you enjoy what you are 
doing you will do it to the best of 
your ability. This applies to adults 
as much as to children and is 
perhaps one of the reasons why 
our school is so successful.

In the past year we have held two 
lunches for former pupils, both 
of which were hugely successful, 
very well attended and have 

enabled us to strengthen the links 
with our past. To me this is really 
important, because what has 
happened in thepast determines 
where we are today and this gives 
us the platform that we need to 
build for the future.

Every term we try to offer 
something different to the 
children; new clubs being 
introduced for next term are 
unihock, zumba, disco and 
street dance. Fencing makes 
a welcome return and police 
cadets, climbing, wildlife and 
gymnastics will also be available 
as after-school clubs again. On 
top of this, we are putting down 
an Astroturf surface that will 
make a huge difference to the 
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Join us for our

Open Week
Monday 16th - Friday 20th September,  
10am - 12 noon
and also our

Open Morning
Saturday 21st September, 10am - 12 noon
Open Week
We would like to invite you to join us on any morning between Monday 16th 
September to Friday 20th September to see how the school functions on a  
normal school day.

Open Morning
On Saturday 21st September we’re arranging an action-packed Open Morning. 
There are activities and exciting lessons for children of all ages and school tours  
for prospective parents – and of course refreshments throughout the morning.
Denstone College Prep School is an independent, co-educational prep school in Staffordshire which, 
together with our pre-school, caters for day children between the ages of 2 and 11.

Please contact us on 01889 562 083 or email registrar@denstoneprep.co.uk  
for further details and to let us know if your child will be coming for lunch  
on the Saturday.

www.denstoneprep.co.uk
Denstone College Preparatory School at Smallwood Manor, Uttoxeter, Staffordshire ST14 8NS

‘Excellent’  
Rating

by Independent Schools 
Inspectorate for  
Pupils’ Personal  

Development

Year 4 had a two-night stay at 
Ilam Hall, Year 5 spent half a week 
at PGL and Year 6 ventured up to 
the Lake District for an adventure 
with the Outward Bound Trust. 
The value of residential trips 
cannot be overestimated. They 
help the children to become more 
independent, encourage them 
to have a go at various activities 
that they may never have tried 
before and quite possibly never 

will again. They help to build 
self-esteem and boost confidence 
and of course, success in any 
area can lead to success in 
other areas.

Our children are not afraid of 
failure. We encourage them to 
embrace it, learn from it and 
come back stronger the next 
time.  As a result, we are 
currently experiencing the most 
successful period in the School’s 
history in terms of academic 
success with 87 scholarships 
in the past five years bearing 
testimony to just how hard the 
children work and how much 
success they experience in so 
many different areas.

Coming to our school is as 
much of an adventure as it 
was 100 years ago, but the 
breadth of education that we 
now offer the children makes 
it even more exciting!



t h e  r i d g e f i e l d  r a n g e

r a i l i ng s     ga t e s     c anop i e s

Our Ridgefield Range of metal products offer quality bespoke Railings,
Gates and Canopies that are as unique as you are and at affordable prices.

 
With over 50 years of combined manufacturing know how, in-house design
and powder coating facilities we feel confident that your metal work ideas

and visions can be met without compromise.
 

We are more than happy to provide Free Surveys and Quotes to
understand your specific requirements with 3D drawings that allow you to

see the finished design before manufacture.

c o n t a c t  u s  n ow  f o r  a  f r e e  s i t e  s u r v e y  a n d  q u o t a t i o n

rob@blueberryproducts.co.uk     01530 242 011     www.blueberryproducts.co.uk
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Experts in bespoke recovers delivering 
exceptional quality and customer 

service, whilst upholding traditional 
techniques that deliver the ‘Wow’ factor.

Mob: 07795 107904  

Ben Cooper 

Professional Upholstery Services

Massive choice of Fabrics,
Leathers & Vinyls Recovers, 

Caravans Pubs, Chairs/Sofas 
Headboards and Mirrors 

years
experience

Top Quality Organic
Food and Veg delivered

to your home

61 Friar Gate, Derby DE1 1DJ
Telephone: 01332 347 719 
Email: info@woorewatkins.co.uk

“  Woore: Watkins Limited is 
proud to have contributed to 
the architectural landscape 
of Derby and the surrounding 
areas and looks forward to 
continuing to serve the local 
people with their distinctive 
style and values coupled with 
personal service to suit every 
client. ” Haydn Watkins

Woore: Watkins Limited is a small, long 
established family business that prides 
itself in offering a friendly personal service 
no matter the size of the project.

Freelance Graphic DesignCall: 07765 404356  |  Email: jonathan@jhcreative.co.uk

www.jhcreative.co.uk

Freelance Graphic Design 
solutions for Print, Digital and Online

Freelance Graphic Design

dekm
chartered
accountants
If you would like more information on the above 
or any other tax matter, please call DEKM on 

01332 293396
or e-mail enquires@dekm.co.uk

Classic Painters

Call Richard on:

07976 240130 | 01283 535705 
or email: classicpainters@btinternet.com

Quality where it matters since 1984.

Professional decorating service, 
with attention to detail.

Let’s 
discuss 
your 
ideas

First Avenue, Burton upon Trent 
Staffordshire DE14 2WE

Tel: 01283 526200 
Email: kathryn.caple@elselaw.co.uk

Happy to chat through any 
questions you have

KITCHEN
FIT

SANDICARE
KITCHENS |  BATHROOMS 

BEDROOMS

mail@kitchenfitsandiacre.co.uk 
www.kitchenfitsandiacre.co.uk

2 Canal Side Industrial Estate 
Ilkeston Road, Sandiacre 
Nottingham NG10 5EA

Tel: 0115 9490274 
Mob: 07957 869517

t h e  r i d g e f i e l d  r a n g e

r a i l i ng s     ga t e s     c anop i e s

Our Ridgefield Range of metal products offer quality bespoke Railings,
Gates and Canopies that are as unique as you are and at affordable prices.

 
With over 50 years of combined manufacturing know how, in-house design
and powder coating facilities we feel confident that your metal work ideas

and visions can be met without compromise.
 

We are more than happy to provide Free Surveys and Quotes to
understand your specific requirements with 3D drawings that allow you to

see the finished design before manufacture.

c o n t a c t  u s  n ow  f o r  a  f r e e  s i t e  s u r v e y  a n d  q u o t a t i o n

rob@blueberryproducts.co.uk     01530 242 011     www.blueberryproducts.co.uk
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Richard Petrie Optometrists Ltd are an independent opticians 
and contact lens practitioner based in Littleover, handily placed 
for Mickleover and Burton as well as Derby.
For 40 years our Derby opticians has been providing the local community with 
top quality eyecare. Using the latest technology alongside our high level of 
expertise, we provide an excellent service for all of our patients.

Established in 1978, Richard Petrie 
Optometrists has been providing top 
quality eye care for over 40 years to 
its patients in and around Littleover.

The independent opticians uses 
high end technology to complete 
thorough eye examinations that 
include 3D scans of the back 
of the eye, and create bespoke 
lenses unique to the patient and 
their eye movements. Always at 
the forefront of fashion, frame 
styles and designer brands are 
regularly updated to provide new 
and on trend styles suitable for all. 

Business owner and 
Optometrist, Davina, 
has been part of the 
business for many 
years first starting as 
a Saturday girl, before 
joining Richard as a 
full time Optometrist in 
2007 and later taking 
over the business when 

he retired. “I am very proud of 
what Richard and I have achieved 
with the Littleover practice,” said 
Davina, “I feel very honoured to 

be able to take the practice 
forward, considering the history 
I have with the business. It is such 
a wonderful job and our patients 
are very loyal and supportive.”

The latest venture the business 
has taken on is contact lens 
recycling. Davina and her team 
are very conscious about the 
every increasing plastic waste in 
the environment; including contact 
lens waste and jumped on the 
chance to be able to offer contact 
lens recycling to their patients and 
the community. “Until now, the 
only way patients could dispose 
of their lenses was by throwing 
them away, or in some cases 
flushing them down the sink. 
With this scheme they are able 
to bring their contact lens waste 
to our practice to be sent away 
for recycling.”

To find out more about the 
products and services available 
at Richard Petrie Optometrists 
visit www.richardpetrie.com

564 Burton Road, Littleover, Derby DE23 6DF  |  Tel: 01332 291010

Here at Richard Petrie Optometrists we offer:
 ■ Eye Examinations for both NHS 

and Private patients
 ■ An OCT upgrade available for 

all examinations

 ■ Contact lens trials and subscriptions
 ■ BlephEx dry eye treatment
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Astley House, 2a Market street Heanor, Derbyshire DE75 7NR

Telephone: 

01773 252222
Email Address: 
anita@recruit2you.co.uk  RECRUIT

2 YOU

My recruitment career began 
in 2012 with a national 
training provider within the 
Apprenticeship sector, I quickly 
progressed to become National 
Account Manager for market 
leaders in the estate agency 
sector. In 2016 I joined a small 
recruitment company in Derby 
and was instrumental in opening 
a successful sister branch for 
the organisation, following its 
success I was approached to 
open a further branch to continue 
the company growth. In 2018 
decided the time was right to 
start my own venture and have 
taken my sector knowledge and 
experience to start up Recruit 2 
You, based in Heanor, Derbyshire. 

I have always been entrepreneurial and 
had ambitions to work for myself, 

so this was always my dream.
Day to day I am very “hands 
on” I work closely with the 
team to source candidates for 
temporary and permanent 
vacancies across all sectors. 
We always start the day with a 

group meeting and 
a coffee! This helps to set 
the tone for the day and 
ensure that we are all 
focused on what needs 
to be achieved. 
We are not like a typical 

recruitment office, we don’t 
have individual ownership 
of clients, we all work 
together to ensure every 
client we are working 
with is met with the 
highest standards of 
service possible. 
I love my job and I love 
coming to work- as 
a typical Libra, I am 
people pleaser and so 

Anita Jackson your local 
recruitment partner

I always go above and beyond what is 
expected to get a result and there is no 
better feeling than the feeling you get 
of making a difference to someone’s life 
when they get taken on permanently 
through a temporary assignment or 
getting to give the news of a job offer 
after a series of interviews, it really is 
the best feeling!
Long term plans are to grow the 
business and to open further offices in 
the area, my team are equally ambitious, 
and I want to encourage their dreams 
of progression to more senior and 
management positions. 

Ways to find the best talent 
for your business in 2019... 
by Anita Jackson 
With jobless rates at a multiyear low 
in the U.K. companies must look 
at how they are attracting talent to 
ensure that they are beating their 
competition to the best candidates 
on the market! 
Gone are those days when we could 
post a job advert online or in the local 
paper and get an immediate response 
with the skills required to do the job 
as advertised. Overall employment 
is expected to grow year on year at 
0.7 percent to 2016 according to the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, therefore 
Employers need to ensure they are 
ahead of the game when it comes 
to hiring in their business.  

The benefits of working with a strategic 
Recruitment partner: 

1.  Proven Solutions to 
business needs 

More so in high turnover industries, 
employers need to continually scan the 
business landscape for the best candidates 
as well as fill skill shortages. Having a 
strategic relationship with a recruitment 
agency can provide a consistent stream 
of quality, qualified candidates in a timely 
manner based on the (long and short 

term) needs of the business. People are 
one of (if not) the most important resource 
in a business, so developing strategic 
partnerships and solutions around it is key.

2.  Fast access to quality 
qualified candidates

When there are skills shortages within a 
business, it can mean delayed timelines 
and projects and ultimately, potentially lost 
business. Quality recruitment agencies 
provide a stable source of quality qualified 
candidates in a timely manner, significantly 
speeding up the hiring process allowing 
business leaders to prioritise other key 
strategic areas of the business.

3.  Market knowledge
By developing long term, strategic 
partnerships with agencies, leaders can 
utilise the knowledge and expertise their 
partners have. Sourcing on a daily basis, 
recruiters are up-to-date on key market 
trends including skill supply and demand 
as well as market rates, empowering 
business leaders to develop more 
informed business strategy around their 
human capital. By developing long term 
partnerships, it is also conducive of best 
practice and transparent work from a 
client’s recruitment partner.

4. Cost
Many companies will be unaware solely 
managing recruitment internally can limit 
their ability to recruit quality talent and can 
be more costly. While recruiting internally 
is an important channel to find new 
hires, the benefits utilising an external 
channel as well as time and resource 
that can be allocated elsewhere in the 
business are key reasons why firms 
partner a recruitment agency. This can 
be particularly important when looking 
to consistently fill temporary skill sets or 
support 1 or 2 specific hires.

5.  Access to key in-demand 
skills

Finding candidates with strategic or niche 
skillsets will often be a timely and difficult 
process. With talent shortages potentially 
restricting business growth, its important 
businesses have access to skills required 
as fast as possible. Partnering a company 
with a proven track record for strategic 
and/or niche talent placement is an 
important step in combating this growing 
business challenge.
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Musical Instrument Sales, 
Hire and Cases

www.bassbags.co.uk
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Nestled in the village of Little Eaton, is a hidden 
gem for string musicians. Bass Bags was 
established in 1983 by Tony Morgan, a local 
double bass and cello teacher. The company 
now run by his eldest son David Morgan, moved 
to the Old Brewery at Little Eaton in early 
autumn 2018.
Bass Bags specialise in double 
basses, cellos and violins 
having an established name 
within the music industry. They 
are well renowned for their 
quality instruments and are the 
recommended go-to place for 
double basses, cellos and violins. 
Local teachers and musicians 
refer students and associates to 
visit Bass Bags for their musical 
purchases knowing that they will 
find exactly what they need. They 
hire out double basses, cellos, 
violins and viola to students, 
orchestras and visiting musicians. 
Alongside sourcing basses for 
clients to purchase. They have 
a wide range of set up, available 
to buy double basses and cellos 
at their premises, and are happy 
to spend time with customers 
helping them to find their perfect 
instrument. Customers are able 
to spend time playing different 
basses or cellos in their instrument 
room, to enable them to feel 

comfortable with their decision.

All the instruments benefit from 
having been personally set up 
by Bass Bags and sound truly 
amazing when played in their 
fantastic practice room. David 
has a wealth of knowledge about 
all the instruments he has and 
how to match them best to suit a 
customer’s requirements. You only 
need to read their reviews to see 
he has found the perfect recipe. 

David has made the most of the 
fantastic old stone building since 
moving there from the family home 
where the company used to be 
based. When people visit, they 
are overwhelmed with what he 
has done and how he used to 

manage before moving. They now 
have a small workshop where 
setups and repairs to instruments 
can be carried out, along with 
the fitting of pickups and new 
strings etc. And plenty of storage 
for all the staging, accessories, 
packaging etc.

Alongside hiring and selling string 
instruments, Bass Bags has a 
large warehouse stocked full 
of cases, strings etc. for string 
instruments as well as accessories 
for other musical instruments. All 
of which are available to purchase 
from their website. 

Customers travel from near and 
far to visit Bass Bags wanting to 
purchase string instruments, etc. 
Bass Bags are open Monday to 
Friday and Saturday mornings and 
are happy to welcome customers 
old and new to see what they have 
set up their instrument room. 

Bass Bags Ltd, The Old Brewery, Duffield Road, 
Little Eaton, Derbyshire DE21 5DS

Call us on 01332 840391 
Email us support@bassbags.co.uk

Tel: 01332 840391 
Email: support@bassbags.co.uk

www.bassbags.co.uk



Autumn cover image 
Ariel view of Derby City Centre taken from above the Inner 
Ring Road and River Derwent, c 1985. The Council House 
and River Gardens are on the left and the Cathedral can 
be seen in the top left.
Derby Evening Telegraph



BELPER KITCHENS 
SUPPLY & FIT

Rooms that change the way you live

BELPER KITCHENS SUPPLY & FIT

Tel: 01332 871 788  |  Mobile: 07957 869 517 
www.belperkitchens.co.uk 

Fully fitted
kitchens 

and bathrooms
from only

£2,395

Fully fitted 
from only

£2,395
Fully fitted 

from only

£2,395

£495

*Terms and conditions apply. *Terms and conditions apply.

BATHROOM 
PACKAGES*

Further options available on request

KITCHEN 
PACKAGES*

New shower bath or shower 
cubicle, thermostatic shower, 
WC, basin and taps. 
8sq metres of tiling 
(choice of colours). 
All wastes and 
fittings.

5 cabinets, doors and handles 
(choice of colour and styles). 
Integrated hob, oven and 
extractor, stainless steel sink 
and taps, 3 metre 
worktop. All wastes 
and fittings.

Call now for a
FREE QUOTATION

25 YEARS EXPERIENCED 
KITCHEN AND 

BATHROOM SPECIALISTS

STRAIGHT BATHROOM SUITE SWAP
New WC, basin and bath from as little as...



No  
waiting  
lists.
We won’t keep you waiting.

At Nuffield Health Derby Hospital you don’t need 
private medical insurance, you can just pay for the 
treatment as and when you need it.

We’re open to everyone and our treatment prices 
are all-inclusive*, covering everything from your 
procedure through to recovery.

*Initial consultation(s), diagnostic scans/tests and investigations 
required to establish a diagnosis are not part of your procedure price.

Call 01332 898 202 for further information.

Or visit: nuffieldhealth.com/hospitals/derby

NUF0617490928-1


